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2018 was a year of big wins for Bolsover Cruise Club and
I’m thrilled to say that we have built on our successes and
achieved another incredible accolade. Earlier this month,
we received the ‘Passenger Favourite’ award at The Wave
Awards 2019 for a third consecutive year. What makes this
particular award so special is that it is voted for by you,
our valued Cruise Club members, and I’d just like to give
a big thank you to everyone who voted for us; recognition
like this makes everything we do worthwhile.
Spring is always an exciting time for cruisers, with the
arrival of new ships and the launch of new itineraries.
This month saw the launch of Fred. Olsen’s new 2020/21
season and Winter 2020/21 programmes from P&O
Cruises and Cunard, including the brand-new P&O
Cruises ship, Iona. Some fantastic early booking benefits
mean we have seen more people than ever booking their
holidays sooner rather than later, something I’d certainly
recommend. Don’t delay, secure your perfect trip with the
UK’s favourite cruise agent by calling your Cruise Expert
today on 01246 819 819.
The spring months also see a big development for
Bolsover Cruise Club as we launch our own Cruise & Stay
service. We can’t wait to help you combine land and sea in
one amazing holiday, so stay tuned to find out more!
If you’re yet to decide where to holiday next, we have
plenty of inspiration for you inside. As experts on
sailing from Southampton, we’ve compiled a pick of our
favourite no-fly cruises from the UK’s most popular port
to destinations around the world. We’re also spending
36 hours in Lisbon, getting a first look at the new MSC
Cruises ship, Bellissima, and sharing the reasons why
we’re smitten with Scarlet Lady, the first ever Virgin
Voyages vessel.
I hope you enjoy reading.
Yours sincerely

Michael Wilson
Managing Director
EDITOR: Rebecca Martin
DESIGNER: Daniel Greening

ALL ENQUIRIES:
01246 819 819

ADVERTISING: Nathalie Avis

hello@intothebluemagazine.com
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taste of Provence
The process of producing/distributing this magazine takes time and could therefore limit the availability of prices and
accommodation as advertised, or they could not be available at all. Please see our website www.bolsovercruiseclub.com for
the most up to date offers and availability. These offers apply to new bookings only and may be withdrawn by the cruise
operators without notice. They are all subject to the booking conditions of the cruise operators. A copy of Bolsover Cruise
Club’s Terms of Business is available on request or by visiting www.bolsovercruiseclub.com. This magazine contains an outline
description of the cruises featured, which are solely organised by the cruise operators. It should be read in conjunction with the
cruise operator’s current brochure which contains full information about the cruise itineraries, accommodation details, booking
conditions that apply, passport and health requirements, what’s included in the fare, insurance and other general information.
Travel insurance is at an additional cost. E&OE.

OUR RECENT AWARDS

WHY BOOK WITH US

MULTI-AWARD
WINNING

NO HIDDEN
CHARGES

100%
FINANCIALLY
INDEPENDENT PROTECTED

WINNER

FAVOURITE CRUISE
TRAVEL AGENT

www.BolsoverCruiseClub.com
Facebook.com/BolsoverCruiseClub
@BolsoverCruise
Bolsover Cruise

CUSTOMER REVIEWS

Average customer rating:

5/5

Service rating based on over 5,000
independent passenger reviews
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Discover the epic every day on a P&O Cruises holiday
Destinations are yours to discover more deeply, when you adventure
by sea and land on a P&O Cruises holiday. Revel in the excitement of
throwing open your curtains each morning to an astounding new
view – all yours to explore.
Head out into the spectacular landscapes and spellbinding towns of
Norway, and find your phenomenal days never end in the North Cape
- the land of the Midnight Sun. Enjoy enrichment in visually arresting
St Petersburg, a world of mighty Tsars, glorious gilded palaces
and world-renowned arts. And marvel in the Med; from Cádiz to
Cartagena you’ll find a bountiful blend of rich history and endearing
local cultures.

Customers rate P&O Cruises

Powered by
Rating as of February 2019
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Whilst on board our award-winning ships the epic experiences
continue with exceptional dining, leisure and entertainment – all
included as standard. Plus, with the gift of extra on-board spending
money on applicable Select Price holidays booked by 29 April 2019*,
you’re free to enjoy so much more.
On-board spending money offers the perfect excuse to spoil
yourself, and even try something a little different; from once-in-alifetime excursions ashore, to luxury pampering treatments at the
spa - discover and indulge as you wish.

†Select Prices shown are per person based on two adults sharing the lowest available grade of Sea view cabin and are subject to availability. *Book an applicable Select
Price holiday and receive additional on-board spending money to spend during your cruise holiday. Amount varies by cabin and cruise duration. Applicable to new
Select Price bookings made by 29 April 2019 on selected cabin grades on applicable departures between 2 March 2019 and 24 October 2020. Offer is not applicable

New for 2019
More reasons to say ‘cheers’
P&O Cruises has created four new drinks packages that
offer unbeatable choice and value. Each is available on
any holiday of five nights or more and you can use your
package in all the restaurants, bars and cafés on board.
So, what’ll it be?

Great service comes as standard
On all P&O Cruises holidays departing from May 2019 the
daily discretionary Service Charge will not be expected or
requested, making your holiday all the more carefree.

EXCLUSIVELY
FOR ADULTS

ORIANA'S FINAL SAILING WITH P&O CRUISES

EXCLUSIVELY
FOR ADULTS

Norway & Iceland

Baltic

Mediterranean

Mediterranean

ORIANA X913 | 22 JUL 2019 | 18 NIGHTS

ARCADIA J912 | 3 AUG 2019 | 16 NIGHTS

AZURA A924 | 2 SEP 2019 | 19 NIGHTS

AURORA R918 | 1 OCT 2019 | 17 NIGHTS

Southampton - Tórshavn, Faroe Islands
Leknes, Lofoten Islands h - Honningsvåg t
Sail by North Cape - Longyearbyen h
Cruise in Templefjord - Sail by Nordenskiöld
Glacier - Sail by Pyramiden - Tromsø
Ålesund - Belfast - Southampton

Southampton - Skagen - Fredericia
Klaipėda - Helsinki - St Petersburg 
Gdańsk (from Gdynia) - Oslo
Kristiansand - Southampton

Southampton - Malaga - Messina, Sicily
Mykonos - Athens (from Piraeus)
Santorini h - Olympia (from Katakolon)
Gibraltar - Southampton

Southampton - Seville (from Cádiz)
Mallorca - Valletta - Messina, Sicily
Naples - Rome (from Civitavecchia)
Cartagena - Gibraltar - Southampton

Sea view
Select Price from

Sea view
Select Price from

Sea view
Select Price from

Sea view
Select Price from

£2,699

WITH

†
per
person

£330

per cabin to
spend on board*

£2,299

WITH

†
per
person

£300

per cabin to
spend on board*

£2,649

WITH

†
per
person

£350

per cabin to
spend on board*

£2,499

WITH

†
per
person

£320

per cabin to
spend on board*

h land by tender t ship usually berthed alongside, but there is a possibility we may be required to land guests by tender  overnight in port

to Inside cabins. For full T&Cs please visit www.pocruises.com. Prices and information correct at time of going to print. P&O Cruises is a trading name of Carnival plc, a company registered
in England and Wales with company number 04039524. Feefo rating 4.1 out of 5 based on 57,320 reviews as of 7 February 2019.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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NEWS

CRUISE

STAY ON TOP OF THE LATEST CRUISE AND DESTINATION NEWS

March/April 2019

A win at The Wave Awards for the third time in a row

WAVE AWARDS
WIN FOR THE
THIRD YEAR
IN A ROW
On 7 March 2019, we achieved a hattrick by taking home the ‘Passenger
Favourite’ award for the third time in a
row at The Wave Awards!
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We’re incredibly proud and honoured to
have won the accolade for another year,
with the victory made even sweeter by the
fact it’s you, our lovely guests, who helped
us win again!
The prestigious black-tie event and gala
dinner was held at London’s De Vere
Grand Connaught Rooms and a great
evening was had by all.
Speaking about winning the Passenger
Favourite award for a third consecutive
year, Michael Wilson, Managing Director
of Bolsover Cruise Club, said:

To have won the ‘Passenger
Favourite’ award for the third time in
a row is a real pleasure and honour.
We work hard to be the UK’s
favourite cruise agent and seeing
the hard work of our team here at
Bolsover Cruise Club recognised with
awards like this means a lot to us.
Thank you to all who voted for
Bolsover Cruise Club!”

The S.A.L.T. programme will feature on Silver Moon

SILVERSEA LAUNCHES
CULINARY ENRICHMENT
PROGRAMME
Silversea has revealed a
new culinary enrichment
programme set to debut on
its new ship, Silver Moon, in
summer 2020.
Called S.A.L.T. (Sea And Land
Taste) the programme will
combine food-themed events
with experience onboard and
ashore. Onboard activities
will include cooking classes
and demos with local chefs
and experts, lectures, and
one-off dinners and tasting
events. In port, passengers will
have the opportunity to visit

local wineries and markets,
along with a chance to sample
restaurants and bars showcasing
a destination’s signature cuisine
as part of Silversea’s shore
excursion programme.
The S.A.L.T. Lab and
S.A.L.T. restaurant will
feature on Silver Moon
specifically to host its new
culinary events.
Silver Moon will launch in
2020 and become a sister ship
to the phenomenally successful
Silver Muse. Itineraries are on
sale now.

SEABOURN
ANNOUNCES
DETAILS OF
TWO NEW
EXPEDITION
SHIPS
Seabourn is creating two
brand new ultra-luxury,
purpose-built expedition
ships. The ships will
include many features that
have made Seabourn so
successful.
Both of Seabourn's
expedition ships will reach
some of the most coveted,
remote destinations in the
world, and each ship will
be constructed with the
hardware and technology

necessary to operate capably
while delivering a guest
experience filled with luxury
comforts.
They will be able to
operate with a high level of
autonomy, allowing them to
travel farther than many ships
sailing today, venturing farther
north and south than any
ship in Carnival Corporation
history. Two submarines will
be carried onboard, and the
ships will also be designed to
hold a complement of kayaks
and 24 Zodiacs. Each ship
will feature 132 luxurious
oceanfront veranda suites,
which will be home for up to
264 guests.
The newly named Seabourn
Venture is scheduled for
June 2021 and the second
unnamed ship in May 2022.

CUNARD REVEAL NEW
SHIP DESIGN TEAM
Cunard reveals a
‘world-class’ team of
designers have been
recruited to create the
interiors for its fourth
Cunard ship, due to join the
fleet in 2022.

From left to right: Simon Rawlings, Adam D Tihany,
Sybille de Margerie & Terry McGillicuddy

Design details of the, as yet
unnamed, vessel are still under
wraps. Nevertheless,
award-winning designers Simon
Rawlings, of David Collins Studio;
Terry McGillicuddy, Richmond
International and Sybille de
Margerie of Sybille de Margerie

Paris are already working with the
creative director, Adam D Tihany,
on the new arrival.
Cunard president Simon
Palethorpe said: “The calibre of
talent we have brought together
for this project will bring to
life our vision of creating a
truly world-class ship. Working
alongside the legendary Adam D
Tihany, the team is working hard
to ensure that every aspect of our
new ship is exciting and
forward-looking, yet
unmistakably Cunard.”

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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Three Michelin-starred chef, Emmanuel Renaut

FRENCH SPECIALITY
RESTAURANT
‘LA MER’ TO
FEATURE ON
PRINCESS CRUISES’
NEWEST SHIPS
French speciality restaurant
‘La Mer’ will be introduced
on Princess Cruises’ two
newest ships, Sky Princess
and Enchanted Princess.
La Mer is the creation of
three Michelin-starred chef,
Emmanuel Renaut. Renaut
is the owner and executive
chef of the Flocons de Sel
restaurant, located in the
French Alps village of Megève.
He previously worked in
restaurants including Claridge’s,
Hotel de Crillon and Auberge

French bistro-style dining

de l’Eridan. La Mer will be
located in the atriums of the
two ships and offer casual,
French bistro-style dining. A
cover charge of $35 per person
will apply.
Chef Renaut said: “I’m
delighted to introduce La Mer
to more Princess Cruises guests.
My dishes are designed to
satisfy every palate by bringing
retro French classics and
blending favourite ingredients
with fresh and unique touches
to make each dish memorable.”

APT ANNOUNCES
THREE NEW RIVER
SHIPS FOR 2020
APT has just
announced the
introduction of three
new river ships to their
Essential River Cruising
fleet.
The first of three ships will
launch in April 2020, with
two ships following in 2021.
The first of the new fleet
is the new Travelmarvel

Contemporary Class River
Ship, which offers more
places to dine, stylish
relaxation areas and
light-filled cabins.
The new Contemporary Class
River Ship will operate on
APT’s Essential European
Gems route, sailing from
Budapest to Amsterdam
from April 2020.
APT in Durnstein, Germany
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TWO NEW SHIPS FOR
VIKING OCEAN CRUISES
Viking Ocean Cruises has
announced that it is to build
two new ships in partnership
with the Fincantieri ship
building group.
Designed to incorporate the
industry’s ‘latest available

technologies’, the two new
vessels will be delivered in
2024 and 2025. The two new
ships will join two ‘special
ships’ already on order with
Fincantieri and scheduled for
delivery in 2021 and 2022.

Viking Ocean Cruises

Fincantieri Shipyard, Italy

Computer generated image of Crystal Endeavor in Antarctica

CRYSTAL ENDEAVOR’S
DEPLOYMENT ANNOUNCED
Crystal Expedition Cruises
has announced the complete
roster of 2021 itineraries for
its luxury expedition yacht
Crystal Endeavor.
Further to the announcement
that Crystal Endeavor will sail
the elusive Northeast Passage in
2021, the cruise line has revealed
that the polar class yacht

will also explore destinations
throughout the World. Voyages
will range from ten to 28 nights.
Every voyage on Crystal
Endeavor will focus on the
bio-diversity, active adventure
and natural and cultural
history of the destinations,
with expert expedition guides
aboard. A bevy of natural and

cultural wonders punctuate the
journeys, including dozens of
UNESCO World Heritage Sites
like Japan’s Shiretoko National
Park, Vietnam’s Imperial City of
Hue, Australia’s Turquoise Bay
and Ningaloo Reef, and New
Zealand’s Fiordland National
Park. The expeditions will
offer experiences, climate and

terrain that are suited perfectly
for the boldest travellers, with
opportunities for hiking, biking,
kayaking, snorkelling, diving,
helicopter and Zodiac tours,
and encounters with majestic
wildlife, depending on the
region.
Crystal Endeavor’s 2021
expeditions are on sale now.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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DESTINATION INSPIRATION

Matera
I

T IS A city which was once known as the ‘Shame of Italy’ for the poverty-stricken ‘Sassi’ caves carved into

its limestone foundations, but Matera’s fortunes are changing. The cave dwellers have long since left and
the city has a new title as the European Capital of Culture for 2019. You might know little of this biblicallooking canyon town in southern Italy but its newfound fame isn’t without good reason.
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TAKE ME THERE
ITALY, MONTENEGRO
& GREECE

✈

FLIGHTS

INCLUDED

MSC Opera
30 Jun 2019 - 7 nights
From from/to London, Venice, Kotor, Mykonos,
Santorini, Corfu, Bari (for Matera), Venice

FARES FROM PP

£1,127
www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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✈

ICELAND & BRITISH ISLES
Cruise
Club
fares –from
6 Sep
2019
14 PP
Nights

QUEEN ELIZABETH
Inside

Southampton, Stornoway, Akureyri, Isafjordur,
Reykjavik (overnight in port), Greenock (Glasgow),
Dublin, Southampton
Outside
(obs)
Cruise Club fares from PP

Inside
Outside (obs)
Balcony (obs)

1,175
£ 1,469
£ 1,861
£

✈

FLIGHTS

NO
FLY

FLIGHT

INCLUDED

BAJA PENINSULA &
SEA OF CORTEZ
4 Oct 2019 – 12 Nights

INCLUDED

CARIBBEAN TRANSATLANTIC
Cruise
Club2019
fares from
18 Oct
– 14PPNights

Inside
ROYAL PRINCESS

AZURA
Interior

Fly from/to London, Los Angeles,
CaboView
San Lucas (overnight in port), Loreto,
Sea
Puerto Vallarta, Manzanillo, Los Angeles

Ocean View

Balcony

Balcony

Interior
Balcony (obs)
Balcony

Cruise Club fares from PP

1,309
£ 1,455
£ 1,697
£

Southampton, Funchal (Madeira), Antigua, St. Kitts,
St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Barbados, Fly to Manchester

Inside
Sea View
Balcony

1,523
£ 1,028
£ 1,097
£ 1,322

Cruise Club fares from PP

£

The process of producing/distribution takes several days and could therefore limit the availability of prices and accommodation as advertised, or they could not be available at
all. Please see our website www.bolsovercruiseclub.com for the most up to date offers and availability. These offers apply to new bookings only and may be withdrawn without
notice and are subject to the booking conditions of the cruise operator. A copy of Bolsover Cruise Club’s Terms of Business is available on request or by visiting our website.
This mailing contains an outline description of the cruises featured, which are solely organised by the cruise operator. It should be read in conjunction with the cruise operator’s
current brochure which contains full information about the cruise itineraries, accommodation details, booking conditions that apply, passport and health requirements, what’s
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DEALS
✈

CALL FOR
FLIGHTS

✈

CALL FOR
FLIGHTS

NO
FLY

SOUTHERN CARIBBEAN

CANARY ISLANDS

EASTERN CARIBBEAN

TRANSATLANTIC
Cruise
Club fares from PP

Cruise
fares–from
PP
1 DecClub
2019
12 Nights

Cruise
Club2019
fares from
15 Dec
– 7 PP
Nights

Inside
EXPLORER OF THE SEAS

VENTURA
Inside

CELEBRITY EDGE
Inside

Southampton, St. Lucia, Barbados, Dominica,
Antigua,
Sea
ViewMiami

Sea View (obs)

5 Nov 2019 – 14 Nights

Balcony
Interior
Ocean View
Balcony

Cruise Club fares from PP

960
£ 1,150
£ 1,387
£

3,174
£ 3,298
£ 4,409
£ 734
£ 783
£ 979
£

Southampton, Funchal (Madeira), La Palma, Tenerife,
Lanzarote, Lisbon, Southampton

Cruise Club fares from PP

Inside
Sea View (obs)
Balcony

£

525

Ft. Lauderdale, San Juan, Tortola, St. Maarten,
Fort Lauderdale

Balcony
Interior
Ocean View
Balcony

636
£ 942
£ 1,398
£ 1,791

Cruise Club fares from PP

£

included in the fare and other general information. Prices shown are per person, based on twin occupancy and already include current fuel surcharges at the time of going to
print. Cabins may be allocated on a guarantee basis meaning you are able to choose the grade of cabin; the specific cabin number will be allocated by the cruise operator at
any time up to departure. A lower priority may be given to the allocation of dining time and table size. The term (obs*) when relating to fare grades means your stateroom will
have an obstructed/sheltered view. Exclusive Cruise Club Members Cashback offer is applicable to all cruises featured (fares shown are inclusive of this offer). Further terms
and conditions apply, call for details. Travel insurance is at an additional cost. E&OE.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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SHOPPING

CASE CONTENDERS

THE CAPSULE
COLLECTION

Whether you’re treading the cobbles of Mediterranean cities or
exploring Caribbean idylls, these are the staples no suitcase should
be without.

HIM
Arizona Birko-Flor Sandals

Ray-Ban Clubmaster Square

Chino Slub Stripe Shorts

£55.00
mrporter.com

£127.00
sunglasshut.com

£28.00
debenhams.com

We’re calling it; Birkenstocks are back
and they’ve never been cooler or more
comfortable.

The perfect sunnies walk a fine line
between classic with a hint of old
Hollywood retro.

Switch your
daytime tee for
a linen shirt and
these shorts will
take you from
beach to bar.

White Slim-Fit Linen Shirt

Frescobol Carioca Panama Hat

Oak Medium Clipper Holdall

£19.99
shop.mango.com

£160.00
mrporter.com

£1,350.00
mulberry.com

The saviour of
a smart casual
holiday dress code,
a linen short is
worth its – albeit
light – weight in
gold.

Hours of craftsmanship goes into a quality
Panama hat but a good one will see you
through years of holidays.

Luxury luggage doesn’t come cheap but it’s
designed to last a lifetime.
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HER
Le Ligne Striped Cotton Top

Castiner 60 Canvas Espadrille
£80.00
net-a-porter.com

You’ll wonder how you ever holidayed
without a pair of espadrilles, the unofficial
shoes of summer.

£115.00
net-a-porter.com

Classic and chic,
the Breton top
is the epitome
of Parisian chic.
Give red a go for
a new spin.

Cropped Leg Wide Jean
£45.00
oasis-stores.com

The nautical styling of
these smart jeans has us
hook, line and sinker.

Monogram Shell Tassel Basket
£165.00
raefeather.com

Because what could
possibly be
chicer than a
monogrammed
basket for
your beach
necessities?

Polka Dot Maxi Dress
£48.00
dorothyperkins.com

Romantic ruffles can
be dressed down
with flat sandals for
sightseeing and up
with heels and a
red lip.

Michael Kors Adrianna
£144.00
sunglasses-shop.co.uk

Tortoiseshell suits
all skin tones and
a classic rounded
shape will never go
out of fashion.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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Discover epic experiences in the Caribbean and America
Escape winter chills and fly direct to Barbados, or take a leisurely sailing
from Southampton for an eye-opening, island-hopping adventure. Sailing
from each Caribbean paradise island to the next, you’ll undoubtedly soak
up plentiful sunshine, stunning shorelines and calypso sounds. But you’ll
also find there’s so much more beyond the shore.

Whilst on Aurora’s Caribbean and American Discovery, you’ll get away
to a total of 23 dazzling destinations in 18 different countries. From
discovering off-the-beaten-track hangouts, captivating local cultures
and awe-inspiring iconic attractions – you’re sure to see more, do more,
and feel more than you ever thought possible from just one holiday.

Did you know cosmopolitan Curaçao is home to more than 50
nationalities? Stroll through its quaint capital, Willemstad, and take in the
colourful 17th - 19th century Dutch and Spanish Colonial architecture.
Beautiful Bonaire is a wildlife oasis. You can dive its colourful coral reefs,
kayak its fresh water swampland, and visit the salt flats to spot the
resident flamboyant flamingos.

Plus, with the gift of extra on-board spending money on applicable
Select Price holidays booked by 29 April 2019*, you’re free to enjoy
a little extra indulgence and discovery on us. Toast your holiday with
sparkling cocktails on deck, unwind with a pampering spa treatment, or
take an adventure with an eye-opening experience ashore – the choice
is all yours.

Customers rate P&O Cruises

Powered by

†Select Prices shown are per person based on two adults sharing the lowest grade of cabin available within the applicable cabin type and are subject to availability.
Fly-cruise prices shown are inclusive of economy class flights from/to London and transfers. Prices may vary for other departure airports. *Book an applicable Select
Price holiday and receive additional on-board spending money to spend during your cruise holiday. Amount varies by cabin and cruise duration. Applicable to new

Rating as of February 2019
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New for 2019
More reasons to say ‘cheers’
P&O Cruises has created four new drinks packages that
offer unbeatable choice and value. Each is available on
any holiday of five nights or more and you can use your
package in all the restaurants, bars and cafés on board.
So, what’ll it be?

Great service comes as standard
On all P&O Cruises holidays departing from May 2019 the
daily discretionary Service Charge will not be expected or
requested, making your holiday all the more carefree.

Caribbean fly-cruiseΔ

Caribbean fly-cruiseΔ

Caribbean fly-cruiseΔ

EXCLUSIVELY
FOR ADULTS

Caribbean & USA

BRITANNIA B931A | 9 NOV 2019 | 14 NIGHTS BRITANNIA B932A | 23 NOV 2019 | 14 NIGHTS AZURA A930A | 30 NOV 2019 | 14 NIGHTS AURORA R001 | 4 JAN 2020 | 55 NIGHTS

 Fly UK to Barbados - Curaçao - Bonaire

 Fly UK to Barbados - Curaçao - Aruba
Grenada - Kingstown, St Vincent t
St Lucia - St Kitts t - Antigua t
St Maarten - Barbados  - Fly to UK 

 Fly UK to Barbados - Kingstown,
St Vincent - St Kitts t - St Maarten
Grand Turk - Tortola - Antigua - St Lucia
Grenada - Barbados  - Fly to UK 

Balcony
Select Price from

Balcony
Select Price from

Sea view
Select Price from

Grenada - Kingstown, St Vincent t
St Lucia - St Kitts t - Antigua t
St Maarten - Barbados  - Fly to UK 

£1,899

WITH

†
per
person

£per360
cabin to

spend on board*

£1,899

WITH

†
per
person

£per360
cabin to

spend on board*

£1,499

WITH

†
per
person

£per320
cabin to

spend on board*

Southampton - Madeira - Barbados 
Tobago - Curaçao - Bonaire - Grenada
Kingstown, St Vincent - St Lucia - Antigua
Tortola - St Kitts t - St Maarten
Grand Turk - Ocho Rios, Jamaica t
Georgetown, Cayman Islands h
Cozumel t - Progreso - New Orleans 
Miami  - Port Canaveral  - Charleston 
Bermuda  - Ponta Delgada, Azores
Southampton
Sea view
Select Price from

£6,299

WITH

†
per
person

£per
1,170
cabin to

spend on board*

h land by tender t ship usually berthed alongside, but there is a possibility we may be required to land guests by tender evening in port  overnight in port ΔThe date of embarkation and number of cruise
nights are displayed. Durations exclude the overnight flight included in the price. Please note: Immigration services procedures will be required on the first port of call in the United States on cruise R001

Select Price bookings made by 29 April 2019 on selected cabin grades on applicable departures between 2 March 2019 and 24 October 2020. Offer is not applicable to Inside cabins.
For full T&Cs please visit www.pocruises.com. Prices and information correct at time of going to print. P&O Cruises is a trading name of Carnival plc, a company registered in England and
Wales with company number 04039524. Feefo rating 4.1 out of 5 based on 57,320 reviews as of 7 February 2019.
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FEATURE

FROM
S O U T H A M P T O N,
SEE THE
WORLD
Sail away on our pick of the
hottest no-fly cruises
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FEATURE

School holidays

NORWEGIAN FJORDS
NO-FLY SOUTHAMPTON ROUND TRIP

VENTURA

28 July 2019 – 7 Nights

Southampton, Stavanger, Olden, Innvikfjorden (cruise-by), Nordfjord (cruise-by),
Ålesund, Bergen, Southampton
CRUISE CLUB FARES
FROM PER PERSON

S

CHOOL HOLIDAYS SPELL adventure

on this summer sailing from
Southampton to the Norwegian
Fjords. Join Ventura on an action-packed
itinerary that shuns the usual summer
holiday hotspots for something a little

£734

heavier on adrenaline, with excursions like
canoeing, hiking and King Crab fishing
on the agenda. Norway’s fjords appeal to
all ages with their sky-high mountains and
glassy blue waters, making them a great
option for family holidays with multiple

generations in tow. This itinerary showcases
all that is great about Norway with a
combination of port calls featuring quaint
fishing villages, scenic cosmopolitan cities
and cruise-bys of the region’s most
awe-inspiring fjords.

Bergen's colourful houses

Atrium, Ventura
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Ålesund

Cadiz

Malaga

Gibraltar

MEDITERRANEANBEACHES
NO-FLY SOUTHAMPTON ROUND TRIP

ANTHEM OF THE SEAS

28 June 2020 – 13 Nights

Southampton, Gibraltar, Cartagena, Valencia, Barcelona, Villefranche (Nice), Malaga,
Cadiz (Seville), Southampton
CRUISE CLUB FARES
FROM PER PERSON

T

AKE ONE OF the most fun ships

at sea, add some of the best ports
of call the Mediterranean has to
offer, plus a sprinkle of summer sun, and
you’ve got the recipe for a family cruise
holiday to remember. Taking the tried and

£1,669

tested formula that makes the Med one
of cruising’s most popular parts of the
world, this action-packed, family-friendly
itinerary dips in and out of destinations
famous for their unique ability to blend
cityscape and seaside. With buckets of sun

and sandy stretches in spades, the cities of
France and Spain are poised to become
the perfect backdrop for shared pans of
paella, ice creams melting on little hands
and drinks overlooking the harbour as the
sun starts to set.
www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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FEATURE

CANARYISLANDS
NO-FLY SOUTHAMPTON ROUND TRIP

QUEEN VICTORIA

4 November 2019 – 12 Nights

Southampton, Funchal (Madeira), La Palma, Gran Canaria, Lanzarote, Lisbon, Southampton
CRUISE CLUB FARES
FROM PER PERSON

T

HERE IS SOMETHING so

deliciously satisfying about
waving ‘farewell’ to home soil,
knowing that you are headed straight
for the sun. This classic Canary
Islands escape sees Queen Victoria
leave winter behind in favour of

£959

sunny Canarian climes, sailing from
Southampton to the warm shores
of a destination where the sun is
shining as everyone at home shivers.
Starting your holiday with a handful
of leisurely sea days means time
slows to a steadier pace, leaving you

reinvigorated for ports of call in the
very best destinations the Canaries
have to offer. With a call at Lisbon
too, Portugal’s colourful capital, you’ll
arrive home feeling suitably stocked
up on vitamin D and ready to take on
the last of winter.

Dunes of Maspalomas

Royal Arcade, Queen Victoria
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Lisbon

Stavanger

Sapphire Princess

Aurora Borealis, Tromso

SEARCH FOR THE
NORTHERN LIGHTS
NO-FLY SOUTHAMPTON ROUND TRIP

SAPPHIRE PRINCESS

19 October 2019 – 12 Nights

Southampton, Ålesund, Tromso, Alta (overnight in port), Stavanger, Southampton
CRUISE CLUB FARES
FROM PER PERSON

S

EARCH THE SKIES over Norway

for the Northern Lights on a
Princess Cruises itinerary sailing
straight from Southampton. Explore
the scenic Norwegian coastline by day
and stargaze by night, keeping your

£1,098

eyes fixed on the skies for potential
sightings of the aurora borealis for
which the north of Norway is so
famous. Alongside calls into Art Deco
Ålesund, Tromso with its stunning
Arctic Cathedral, and Stavanger, the old
port city that acts as your gateway to

the spectacular Lysefjord, this itinerary
also features an overnight stay in Alta.
Known as the ‘City of the Northern
Lights’ and home to the first-ever
Northern Lights observatory, it’s a
place to ready your camera, sit back
and wait for those colours to come.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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FEATURE

CANARY ISLANDS
& MADEIRA
NO-FLY SOUTHAMPTON ROUND TRIP

BRAEMAR

30 October 2019 – 13 Nights

Southampton, La Coruna, Gran Tarajal, Gran Canaria, Tenerife,
Funchal (Madeira), Lisbon, Southampton
CRUISE CLUB FARES
FROM PER PERSON

F

RESH FROM A refurbishment, Braemar

remains one of the most popular
ships in the Fred. Olsen fleet, as well
as one of the smallest. This sailing sees her
head off in search of some winter sun in
a destination that never ceases to serve up

£1,462

sizzling temperatures when our sun-starved
skin needs it most – the Canary Islands.
A trio of islands deliver a smorgasbord
of attractions, from the beach time that
beckons in Gran Canaria to the awesome
rugged appeal of Tenerife’s Mount Teide,

a haven for adventurers. A call at the
‘Garden Island’ of Madeira will appeal to
green-fingered guests, while two mainland
stops – La Coruña and Lisbon – show off
two of Europe’s most vivacious cities in all
their splendour.

Lisbon

La Coruña
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Tenerife

Bar Harbor

New York

Boston

Exclusively for adults

USA & CANADA
NO-FLY SOUTHAMPTON ROUND TRIP

AURORA

1 September 2019 – 30 Nights

Southampton, St John’s (Newfoundland), Corner Brook, Charlottetown, Halifax,
Boston (overnight in port), Newport, New York (three full days), Portland, Bar Harbor, St John (New Brunswick),
Sydney (Nova Scotia), Southampton
CRUISE CLUB FARES
FROM PER PERSON

A

CANADA AND NEW ENGLAND

fall promises a kaleidoscope
of colour with red, amber,
green and gold shades rag-rolling
the landscape and bright blue skies
overhead. Of course, this USA &
Canada cruise promises much more
besides fall foliage. It’s a voyage on the

£2,909

bucket list of many, all craggy coastal
walks, historic cities, lobster rolls and
crisp, cold Rieslings sipped in sunny
Rhode Island vineyards. Some of the
best whale watching in the world takes
place here, with the krill-filled waters
around Boston and Bar Harbor alike
known to attract humpback, finback

and endangered right whales. The
beauty of a cruise round these parts is
that wildlife and incomparable natural
beauty sit side-by-side with must-see
cities like New York, Boston and
Portland, meaning a chance to live it
up before sinking back into a more
leisurely pace further along the coast.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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FEATURE
Exclusively for adults

CARIBBEAN, USA
& MEXICO
NO-FLY SOUTHAMPTON ROUND TRIP

AURORA

4 January 2020 – 55 Nights

Southampton, Funchal (Madeira), Barbados (overnight in port), Tobago, Curaçao, Bonaire, Grenada,
Kingstown (St. Vincent), Castries (St. Lucia), Antigua, Tortola, Basseterre (St. Kitts), St Maarten, Grand Turk,
Ocho Rios (Jamaica), Georgetown (Cayman Islands), Cozumel, Progreso, New Orleans (overnight in port), Miami,
Port Canaveral, Charleston, Hamilton (overnight in port), Ponta Delgada, Southampton
CRUISE CLUB FARES
FROM PER PERSON

I

£3,879

sea and memorable days ashore. A port
call in Madeira is the first to break up just
over a week of sea days, followed by an
overnight stay in Barbados; the perfect
antidotes to those festive stresses. From
thereon in, nirvana awaits. A port-packed
itinerary brings a new paradise near-daily,
with the Caribbean’s best islands put on
show and a visit to the Mexican locales

T’S DIFFICULT TO imagine a better

way to begin a new year than on an
indulgent extended escape that sees
adult-only Aurora destined for idyllic
islands and American icons. Over the
course of 55 unforgettable nights, the
classic mid-sized ship works her charm
with a combination of leisurely days at

of Cozumel and Progresso serving up
an extra slice of sun. An overnight stay
in New Orleans is your first taste of
America’s finest, followed by time in the
Sunshine State, a trip to Charleston, an
overnight stay in beautiful Bermuda and
a relaxing voyage home, punctuated by a
call at Ponta Delgada.

Ocho Rios

Coral Reef, Bonaire
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Carlisle Bay, Antigua

Belfast City Hall

Dublin by night

The Blue Lagoon, Iceland

IRELAND & ICELAND
NO-FLY SOUTHAMPTON ROUND TRIP

CELEBRITY SILHOUETTE

11 August 2019 – 14 Nights

Southampton, St. Peter Port (Guernsey), Waterford, Cobh (Cork), Dublin (overnight in port), Reykjavik
(overnight in port), Akureyi, Belfast, Southampton
CRUISE CLUB FARES
FROM PER PERSON

C

ELEBRITY SILHOUETTE BRINGS

‘Modern Luxury’ to Southampton
on the cruise line’s longest ever
season of summer sailings from the
UK. This Ireland and Iceland intensive
itinerary showcases some of Ireland’s
most scenic spots, like Cobh – home to

£1,518

the Titanic Experience – and Dublin,
where an overnight stay means a
Guinness or two is a given. Later, it's
on to the Land of Fire and Ice. Iceland
has never been more popular and an
overnight in its capital, Reykjavik, gives
you chance to laze away the day in the

Blue Lagoon, stroll the Golden Circle
and still have time left over to sample a
local speciality or two in one of its cosy
waterside cafes. See humpback whales in
the waters of Akureyi and visit Belfast,
a city experiencing a huge revival, before
arriving back into Southampton.
www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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SENSATIONAL
SPRING OFFERS

FREE DRINKS,

GRATUITIES
& UP TO $300

PER STATEROOM
ONBOARD SPEND

beautiful destinations on a modern

• A FREE Classic Drinks Package for two
(worth over £750)*

luxury holiday? With Celebrity Cruises’

• FREE gratuities*

sensational spring offers, it’s easier

• $200 to spend onboard, per stateroom*

than ever to make it happen! Book an

• If you book a Suite, you’ll also receive an
Unlimited Wi-Fi package, plus an extra
$100 per stateroom to spend onboard*

Dreaming of exploring the world’s most

eligible Ocean View stateroom or above
from 5 March – 30 April 2019 on select
worldwide sailings departing March 2019
through to May 2021, and you’ll enjoy:
28
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• Plus, 50% off the cruise fare for additional
guests in the same stateroom*

SENSATIONAL

SAIL FROM SOUTHAMPTON

SPRING OFFERS

SENSATIONAL

FREE DRINKS,

FREE DRINKS,

& UP TO $300

& UP TO $300

GRATUITIES

SAIL FROM SOUTHAMPTON

SPRING OFFERS

GRATUITIES

ONBOARD SPEND

ONBOARD SPEND

WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN

NORWEGIAN FJORDS

Celebrity Silhouette®
28 Jul 2019 - 14 Nights

Celebrity Silhouette®
25 Aug/1 Sep 2019 - 7 Nights

Southampton, Vigo, Lisbon, Rome (Civitavecchia), Florence/Pisa (Livorno),
Provence (Marseille), Barcelona, Gibraltar, Southampton

Southampton, Bergen, Alesund, Flam, Stavanger, Southampton

FARES FROM
PER PERSON

FARES FROM
PER PERSON

On-board spend
per person

On-board spend
per person

OCEAN VIEW

£2,800

$100
£????

OCEAN VIEW

£1,651

$100
£????

BALCONY

£2,847

$100
£????

BALCONY

£1,671

$100
£????

CONCIERGE

£2,990

$100
£????

CONCIERGE

£1,842

$100
£????

AQUACLASS®

£3,094

$100
£????

AQUACLASS®

£1,851

$100
£????

SUITE

£4,291

$150
£????

SUITE

£2,383

$150
£????

SENSATIONAL

SAIL FROM SOUTHAMPTON

SPRING OFFERS

FREE DRINKS,

GRATUITIES
& UP TO $300

ONBOARD SPEND

CANARIES & AZORES

CANARY ISLANDS

Celebrity Silhouette®
22 Sep/13 Oct 2019 - 11 Nights

Celebrity Silhouette®
3 Oct 2019 - 10 Nights

Southampton, Ponta Delgada (Azores), Madeira (Funchal), Tenerife,
Lisbon (Portugal), Southampton

Southampton, Madeira (Funchal), Tenerife, Gran Canaria, Lanzarote,
Vigo, Southampton

FARES FROM
PER PERSON

FARES FROM
PER PERSON

On-board spend
per person

OCEAN VIEW

OCEAN VIEW

£2,027

$100
£????

BALCONY

BALCONY

£2,065

$100
£????

CONCIERGE

CONCIERGE

£2,198

$100
£????

AQUACLASS

£2,274

$100
£????

SUITE

AQUACLASS

®

On-board spend
per person

®

UPGRADE

£2,017

$100
£????

£2,017

$100
£????

£2,122

$100
£????

£2,302

$100
£????

£3,242

$150
£????

* Terms & Conditions: 1. This promotion applies to new bookings of an eligible Oceanview Stateroom and above (Guarantee Staterooms bookings in classes Z, Y, X, XC, XA and W are excluded) on selected sailings departing between 5 March 2019 and 2 May 2021 (“Eligible Bookings”) and booked between
5 March 2019 and 30 April 2019 (“Promotion Period”). 2. Eligible Bookings receive the following benefits: (i) The first two adult guests named in an Eligible Booking will each receive a free Classic Drinks Package and Prepaid Gratuities. (ii) The first two guests named in an Eligible Booking in Suite Category
Staterooms will each receive a free Unlimited Wi-Fi Package for one chosen device. (iii) On board (‘OBC’) credit of US $200 per Ocean View, Balcony, Concierge or AquaClass® Staterooms, or $300 per Suite Stateroom. (iv) Third, fourth and fifth guests named on an Eligible Booking and occupying the
same stateroom in the Eligible Booking will each receive a saving of 50% from their applicable cruise fare. 3. The Classic Drinks Package is available for selected drinks only, does not include room service, in-stateroom purchases, mini bar items or souvenir glasses. Where the eligible guest in a stateroom
is less than 18 years of age on the initial sailing date (21 years of age for North America departures), a Classic Non-alcoholic drinks package will be provided to this guest instead. Please drink responsibly. 4. The promotion only applies to bookings made in GBP and Euro currency via UK and Irish travel
agents or the Celebrity Cruises UK office or via celebritycruises. co.uk. 5. For general booking conditions including advice on ATOL/ABTA protection, full promotion terms and conditions, applicable ships and sail dates, full promotion combinability restrictions, cancellation charges & other information,
please refer to the Celebrity Cruises 2019-2020 brochure, visit celebritycruises.co.uk or contact your travel agent. 6. RCL Cruises Ltd t/a Celebrity Cruises (company number 07366612) with registered office address at Building 3, The Heights, Brooklands, Weybridge, Surrey KT13 0NY.
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SENSATIONAL

SENSATIONAL

FREE DRINKS,

FREE DRINKS,

& UP TO $300

& UP TO $300

SPRING OFFERS

EDGE CLASS

SPRING OFFERS

GRATUITIES

GRATUITIES

ONBOARD SPEND

ROOFTOP GARDEN
Full of unexpected pleasures day and night,
The Rooftop Garden is a living urban playscape
inspired by childhood playgrounds. Catch a
movie at A Taste of Film; dance the night away to
a live band; or dine at the Rooftop Garden Grill.

ONBOARD SPEND

ITALY, SPAIN, FRANCE &
MONACO
Celebrity Edge®
27 Jul 2019- 7 Nights
Rome (Civitavecchia), Naples, Florence/Pisa
(Livorno), Monte Carlo, Cannes,
Palma De Mallorca, Barcelona

SPAIN & MONACO

Celebrity Edge®
11 Oct 2019 - 10 Nights
Rome (Civitavecchia), Naples,
Palma De Mallorca, Barcelona (overnight in port),
Monte Carlo, Santa Margherita, Florence/Pisa
(La Spezia), Rome (Civitavecchia)

CRUISE ONLY FARES
FROM PER PERSON

On-board spend
per person

OCEAN VIEW £1,920

$100

OCEAN VIEW £2,237

$100

£2,101

$100

BALCONY

£2,512

$100

£2,110

$100

CONCIERGE

£3,139

$100

AQUACLASS £2,329

$100

AQUACLASS £3,377

$100

£3,868

$150

SUITE

£4,944

$150

BALCONY
CONCIERGE
®

SUITE

CRUISE ONLY FARES
FROM PER PERSON

®

CALL FOR FLIGHTS

CALL FOR FLIGHTS

SENSATIONAL

SENSATIONAL

FREE DRINKS,

FREE DRINKS,

& UP TO $300

& UP TO $300

SPRING OFFERS

On-board spend
per person

SPRING OFFERS

GRATUITIES

GRATUITIES

ONBOARD SPEND

ONBOARD SPEND

SAIL FROM SOUTHAMPTON

INAUGURAL VOYAGE TO
SPAIN & PORTUGAL

SAIL FROM SOUTHAMPTON

NORTHERN CITIES

Celebrity Apex®
5 Apr 2020 - 8 Nights

Celebrity Apex®
23 Apr 2020 - 10 Nights

Southampton, Bilbao, Lisbon,
Porto (Leixoes), Paris (Le Havre),
Southampton

Southampton, Bruges (Zeebrugge),
Amsterdam, Berlin (Warnemunde),
Copenhagen, Oslo (overnight in port),
Paris (Le Havre), Southampton

FARES FROM
PER PERSON

On-board spend
per person

FARES FROM
PER PERSON

On-board spend
per person

OCEAN VIEW £2,160

$100

OCEAN VIEW £2,260

$100

BALCONY

£2,255

$100

BALCONY

£2,593

$100

CONCIERGE

£2,550

$100

CONCIERGE

£2,963

$100

AQUACLASS® £2,844

$100

AQUACLASS® £3,182

$100

£4,279

$150

SUITE

£4,816

$150

SUITE
30
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THE MAGIC
CARPET
The highlight of
Celebrity’s outwardfacing vision is
the Magic Carpet
– the world’s
first cantilevered,
floating platform
that travels up the
side of the ship
and reaches heights of 13 storeys above sea
level – literally. The Magic Carpet is designed
with comfortable seating, a full bar, and space
for live music performances – so it’s truly a
destination itself.
This spectacular space opens to several decks
and transforms into a new and exciting venue
depending on where it’s positioned – from an
extraordinary viewpoint at the very top with
mouthwatering experiences such as Dinner
on the Edge, to an extension of our luxury
embarkation station, The Destination Gateway,
on Deck 2.
SPECTACULAR
ACCOMMODATION
New Edge
Staterooms feature
an Infinite BalconySM
– a first at sea.
Simply touch a
button and your
entire living space
becomes the balcony, letting you walk right out to
the water’s edge. They created two exciting new
suite categories too, and more than doubled the
number of suites available. New Iconic Suites are
now the most luxurious and spacious in the fleet;
while 2-storey Edge Villas boast 950 square feet
of split-level, indoor-outdoor splendour.
TRANSFORMING MAIN DINING
Edge Class features not one, but four great main
restaurants. Each restaurant includes the same
signature dishes offered today across the fleet,
which change nightly. Plus, each also offers a
special selection of dishes to showcase each
restaurant’s regional concept. Simply book Select
Dining to enjoy all four. More menu selections,
more dining times, and more flexibility than ever
before.

SENSATIONAL

SENSATIONAL

FREE DRINKS,

FREE DRINKS,

& UP TO $300

& UP TO $300

SPRING OFFERS

SPRING OFFERS

GRATUITIES

GRATUITIES

ONBOARD SPEND

ONBOARD SPEND

SPAIN, FRANCE & ITALY

DALMATIAN COAST & ITALY

Celebrity Constellation®
22 Sep 2019 - 9 Nights

Celebrity Constellation®
8 Nov 2019 - 10 Nights

Barcelona, Seville (Cadiz), Gibraltar, Sète, Nice (Villefranche),
Florence/Pisa (Livorno), Ajaccio, Rome (Civitavecchia)

Venice (overnight), Rijeka, Split, Dubrovnik,
Kotor, Valletta, Catania, Naples, Rome (Civitavecchia)

CRUISE ONLY FARES
FROM PER PERSON

On-board spend
per person

CRUISE ONLY FARES
FROM PER PERSON

On-board spend
per person

OCEAN VIEW

£1,389

$100
£????

OCEAN VIEW

£1,325

$100
£????

BALCONY

£1,845

$100
£????

BALCONY

£1,467

$100
£????

CONCIERGE

£1,864

$100
£????

CONCIERGE

£1,562

$100
£????

AQUACLASS®

£1,921

$100
£????

AQUACLASS®

£1,648

$100
£????

SUITE

£2,510

$150
£????

SUITE

£2,873

$150
£????

SENSATIONAL
SPRING OFFERS

FREE DRINKS,

GRATUITIES
& UP TO $300

ONBOARD SPEND

ULTIMATE CARIBBEAN FLY CRUISE

Celebrity Reflection®
29 Nov 2019 - 10 Nights

Ft Lauderdale, Antigua, Barbados, St Lucia, St Kitts & Nevis,
St Maarten, Ft Lauderdale

CRUISE ONLY FARES
FROM PER PERSON

On-board spend
per person

OCEAN VIEW

£1,523

$100
£????

BALCONY

£1,599

$100
£????

£1,732

$100
£????

£1,969

$100
£????

£2,562

$150
£????

CONCIERGE
AQUACLASS
SUITE

®
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FEATURE

Razzle Dazzle

LUST
AT SEA

Scarlet Lady plans to woo her sailors with sass, space and sex appeal; our editor,
Rebecca Martin, headed to Genoa’s Fincantieri shipyard to find out how…and it
was love at first sight.

T

HE LAST TIME Virgin Voyages

held an event for their first
ship, Scarlet Lady, it featured
an ever-effervescent Richard Branson
quite literally dancing on the tables.
While he wasn’t expected to join us
in Genoa, it was clear from the off
that this wasn’t going to be your usual
shipyard tour.
32
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In a conservatory space erected in the
shadow of the slate-grey ship that is
stealing the headlines, we took our seats
amongst the creative geniuses tasked with
creating something that is totally and utterly
unlike anything else at sea. Many of them
are Virgin Atlantic stalwarts, some with
years of experience beneath their belts,
others with a fire in their eyes that only
comes with your first big career highlight.

And what a highlight building the Virgin
Voyages brand from scratch is shaping up
to be.
Virgin Voyages president and CEO,
Tom McAlpin, got his sea legs at Disney
Cruises and as the man at the helm of
business matters for The World, the
privately-owned residential ship with an
eye-watering price tag.

Scarlet Lady

Scarlet Lady Aft View

Massive Suite

The Pizza Place

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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FEATURE
Animated, he oozes pure, unadulterated
excitement in every word he speaks about
his latest project, his cobalt blue suit and
pristine trainer combo the sign of a man
who doesn’t play by the rules. Once lunch
is over and the ship tour has begun, quips
like ‘I asked them to create me the best fureaking nightclub in the world!’ only serve
to confirm he isn’t afraid to stir the pot.
And stir the pot his Scarlet Lady will. When
it comes to how, aforementioned nightclub
‘The Manor’ is a pretty good place to start.
Named after Branson’s first recording
studio and designed by the creators of
the inimitable Boom Boom Room in New
York, it’ll transport revellers back in time to
the hedonistic Studio 54 days of the 1970s.
It hasn’t even got a dance floor yet but I’m
already polishing my platform heels and
sequins in preparation.

Entry to The Manor

The Manor

34
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As we work our way around the ship, a
6ft3 dreamboat of a male model working
a hard hat like you’ve never seen before
leading the way, one thing quickly becomes
clear; Scarlet Lady will party hard. Secret
drawers in Rockstar suites house hidden
cocktail-making kits for on-demand master
mixologists to knock up pre-drinks while
you finish getting ready. Richard’s Rooftop
promises a serene scene for suite guests
and the gaping hole we see before us in the
deck of the Athletic Club will eventually

The Beach Club

Redemption Spa Thermal Suite

The Beach Club

become a catamaran net suspended seven
decks above sea level and steps away
from a bar. Speaking of which, have you
ever noticed that there’s rarely a bar in a
cruise ship restaurant? Nor had I, until
McAlpin pointed it out. ‘A bar is a bar and
a restaurant is a restaurant’ has forever been
the industry norm but this is Virgin Voyages
and they don’t do normal; sailors won’t just
find bars in the restaurants, they’ll also be
able to dine right at them, if they so choose.

The Athletic Club

The party doesn’t stop when Scarlet Lady
docks either; soon after our visit to the
shipyard, news breaks that Mark Ronson
has been signed as the founding DJ of The
Beach Club, Virgin Voyages’ private island
resort in the Bahamas. And finally, while a
name like the Redemption Spa might sound
angelic, we’re told the treatments will make
way for turntables at spa parties that will last
late into the night and be followed by cures
for the midnight munchies at the Razzle
Dazzle restaurant nearby.
www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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FEATURE
Suitably briefed on the boozy bits, our
tour continues around the ship, taking
us from the Athletic Club - inspired by
those in 1920s New York - and along The
Runway, a running track suspended above
the deck below in a way that could inspire
even the most jogging-adverse to lace up
their trainers. For as hard as Scarlet Lady
encourages you to indulge, everyone knows
that the couple that trains together stays
together…and that you’ve got to burn off
all those cocktails somehow.

Sea View

Sea View
Sea Terrace
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It’s clear that Scarlet Lady has style, but
our first look at her clever cabins proves
she has substance too. Don’t get us wrong,
the Rockstar Suites are epic, but Insider,
Sea View and Sea Terrace cabins are so
tricked-out that even those without a
Rockstar budget will find options upon
options when it comes to seeking solace
and getting some shut-eye. Every element
has been so carefully considered that it
almost verges on obsessive. We’re told it
took the team sleeping on six or seven
different mattresses to find the perfect ‘sea
bed’ and that the hammocks set to swing
on the sizeable balconies were a year in the
making, each one ethically handmade in a
Thai community.
Sustainability has never been so hot and
our cabin tour sees us briefed on the many
ways Scarlet Lady is getting in on the
action, including clever automation that will
turn off the lights and air con, and close
the curtains to conserve energy.

Scarlet Lady Pool

TAKE ME THERE
CARIBBEAN & MEXICO

✈

CALL FOR
FLIGHTS

Scarlet Lady
27 Sep 2020 – 5 nights
Miami, Costa Maya (overnight in port),
The Beach Club (Bahamas) (overnight in port),
Miami

FARES FROM PP

£720

The Dock Bar

Gorgeous Suite

That said, don’t let a little thing like
energy-efficiency make you think Scarlet
Lady’s cabins are any less risqué than the
rest of the ship; glancing up from The
Dock, we’re reminded that the sizeable
portholes are actually rather cheeky
windows into the ‘peek-a-view’ showers.
By the time I had made it back across the
gangway to dry land, I had accepted that
some infatuations just hit hard right from
the start and that this was one of them. I
started the tour smitten by a tall Italian but
even those chiselled cheekbones couldn’t
stop my head from being turned by Scarlet
Lady. She’s not like other ships. She’s
different; fun, fearless and feisty, she’s the
impulsive girl with a glint in her eye and a
knack for getting you in trouble. The kind
of girl with whom a night out ends with an
impromptu tattoo…speaking of which, did
I mention Squid Ink?
Squid Ink

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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DISCOVER EUROPE WITH
SAILINGS FROM THE UK
*BUY ONE CRUISE FARE GET ONE

50 OFF
GRA TU I TI E S I N C L U D E D

O N BO A R D W IF I

Book by 6 May 2019

TH I S I S H OW T O H OL ID AY
*Eligible Staterooms on selected 2019 and 2020 sailings. Terms and conditions apply.
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Hop aboard and enjoy all of the fun together, because when you buy one cruise fare,
you’ll get 50% off the second guest fare. Plus, free Wi-Fi once you’re on board… perfect
for holiday bragging!
Sail from the UK and your gratuities are covered.
You’ll also receive your exclusive BONUS Cruise Club Cashback.
These offers apply to hundreds of sailings, call our Cruise Experts today to book your dream holiday!

SCANDINAVIA & RUSSIA

MEDITERRANEAN ADVENTURE NORWEGIAN FJORDS

14 NIGHT CRUISE | 7 JUL 2019

14 NIGHT CRUISE | 21 JUL 2019

8 NIGHT CRUISE | 13 SEP 2019

EXPLORER OF THE SEAS®

EXPLORER OF THE SEAS®

EXPLORER OF THE SEAS®

Southampton, Oslo, Copenhagen,
Tallinn, St. Petersburg (overnight in port),
Helsinki, Stockholm, Skagen, Stavanger,
Southampton

Southampton, Gibraltar, Cartagena,
Barcelona (overnight in port),
Palma De Mallorca, Valencia, Malaga,
Seville (Cadiz), Lisbon, Southampton

Southampton, Bergen, Flam,
Geiranger, Alesund, Stavanger,
Southampton

Fares From

GUEST 1

GUEST 2

2,557pp £1,285pp
£2,557pp £1,289pp

Fares From

GUEST 1

GUEST 2

2,051pp £ 1,028pp
£2,184pp £ 1,095pp
£2,431pp £1,218pp

Fares From

GUEST 1

1,095pp £ 549pp
£1,342pp £ 672pp
£1,855pp £929pp

Interior £

Interior £

Interior £

Balcony

Ocean
View

Ocean
View

UPGRADE

Balcony

Balcony

GUEST 2

ITALIAN MEDITERRANEAN

FRANCE & SPAIN

DUTCH & FRENCH ADVENTURE

14 NIGHT CRUISE | 21 SEP 2019

6 NIGHT CRUISE | 5 OCT 2019

7 NIGHT CRUISE | 18 OCT 2019

EXPLORER OF THE SEAS®

EXPLORER OF THE SEAS®

EXPLORER OF THE SEAS®

Southampton, Gibraltar, Villefranche (Nice),
Civitavecchia (Rome), Livorno (Florence/Pisa),
Genoa, Malaga, Lisbon, Southampton

Southampton, Vigo, Gijon,
Le Havre (Paris), Southampton

Southampton, Hamburg, Rotterdam,
Amsterdam, Le Havre (Paris overnight in port),
Southampton

Fares From

GUEST 1

GUEST 2

1,538pp £771pp
£1,860pp £932pp
£2,430pp £1,218pp

Fares From

GUEST 1

GUEST 2

845pp £424pp
£902pp
£452pp
£1,035pp £519pp

Fares From

Interior £

Interior £

Ocean
View

Ocean
View

Ocean
View

Balcony

Balcony

GUEST 2

906pp £456pp
£1,096pp £551pp
£1,229pp £618pp

Interior £

Balcony

GUEST 1

Pricing is per person based on two people sharing a stateroom. Prices are in pounds sterling and inclusive of taxes. Price includes accommodation, meals (excluding speciality dining), entertainment and selected on-board activities. Additional charges apply for shore excursions,
spa, speciality dining etc. Itineraries, dates and pricing correct at time of going to print but subject to availability and change. Promotion is applicable to new bookings of eligible staterooms (guarantee stateroom bookings in categories ZI, YO, XN, XB, & WS GTY are excluded)
made between 5th March and 6th May 2019 on selected sailings departing between 1st May 2019 and 31st December 2020 (“Eligible Bookings”). Buy One Get One 50% Off applies to the 2nd guest only in a stateroom booked on an Eligible Booking, and is a saving of 50% off
the full standard cruise fare price of the first guest booked into the same stateroom. Other add-ons & amenities including, but not limited to, gratuities, air fares, hotels and transfers are not included, and will not be reduced as part of the 50% saving promotion.All Eligible
Bookings will include the following benefits: Deluxe Drinks Package (First and Second Stateroom Guest Only), VOOM Surf and Stream (1 device per stateroom), Eligible Bookings that sail from Southampton will include pre-paid gratuities for each guest in the stateroom. See
Royal Caribbean's booking conditions for further information or for more information about financial protection. ATOL certificate visit www.atol.org.uk. For general booking terms and conditions, inclusions, cancellation charges and other information, see the Royal Caribbean
International 2019–20 brochure, or visit www.bolsovercruiseclub.com.
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Indulge your senses
on an Adventure Cruise
with Fred. Olsen

Fred. Olsen’s exhilarating Adventure Cruises are expertly hand-crafted to indulge your senses.
Whether it’s absorbing the authentic cultures and local way of life ashore in remote, rarely-visited
places in the Arctic; listening to the echo of creaking blue icebergs in Greenland; feeling the heat
of Iceland’s erupting sulphur springs; or marvelling at the spectacle of the Northern Lights,
Fred. Olsen's adventure holidays provide unforgettable memories.
What’s more, thanks to their RIBs (Rigid Inflatable Boats), they can now take you even closer to
life on the water’s edge. Journey away from the usual tourist trails in countries such as
Greenland, Norway and Iceland for an unmissable experience.
These inspirational sailings offer opportunities to see the spellbinding wonders of
beautiful waterways and landscapes out of reach to larger vessels, as well as time ashore to
encounter incredible wildlife, remarkable native communities and much more through captivating
excursions and independent exploration.
With Fred. Olsen you’re in for an adventure to remember.

Discover the world on Fred. Olsen’s smaller, friendlier ships
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Crossing the Arctic Circle
with Midnight Sun

Exploring the Natural
Wonders of Iceland

Cruising to the heart
of the Baltic

7th June 2019 • 13 nights
Sails from Liverpool
Black Watch • W1911

30th June 2019 • 11 nights
Sails from Rosyth (Edinburgh)
Balmoral • L1914

31st July 2019 • 14 nights
Sails from Southampton
Braemar • M1919

Prices from £2,099pp

Prices from £1,799pp

Prices from £1,999pp

The Fjords
of Greenland

Northern Norway
with Sami National Day

Wintertime
Norway

7th August 2019 • 16 nights
Sails from Dover
Boudicca • D1918

31st January 2020 • 14 nights
Sails from Southampton
Black Watch • W2003

18th March 2020 • 11 nights
Sails from Newcastle
Balmoral • L2002

Prices from £2,399pp

Prices from £1,899pp

Prices from £1,349pp

Fares are per person, based on twin occupancy of the lead-in twin room, subject to availability. Offers may be amended or withdrawn at any time without prior
notice, are subject to availability & cannot be applied retrospectively. All bookings are subject to Fred. Olsen’s standard terms & conditions, available on our/
their website & on request. Some ports may be at anchor, intermediate days are at sea. FOCL reserve the right to amend itineraries for operational reasons. E&OE.
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Cruise from Southampton
with Fred. Olsen

Southampton is the departure port for an extensive selection of Fred. Olsen cruise holidays,
including rewarding European city breaks; incredible explorations of Iceland and Norway’s
awe-inspiring fjordland; journeys into the Mediterranean, the Baltic and the Adriatic; transatlantic
crossings to the gorgeous Caribbean; and even epic Grand Voyages and World Cruises packed
with some of the greatest destinations and experiences on earth.

Netherlands &
Belgium

Cruising to the Heart
of the Baltic

Mediterranean with
Lavender in Provence

Spain, Portugal
and Madeira

1st May 2019
5 nights • Southampton
Braemar • M1910

26th May 2019
13 nights • Southampton
Braemar • M1913

9th July 2019
14 nights • Southampton
Braemar • M1917

27th August 2019
11 nights • Southampton
Braemar • M1922

From

From

From £1,799pp

From £1,499pp

£549pp

£1,699pp

Fares are per person, based on twin occupancy of the lead-in twin room, subject to availability. Offers may be amended or withdrawn at any time without prior notice, are subject to
availability & cannot be applied retrospectively. All bookings are subject to Fred. Olsen’s standard terms & conditions, available on our/their website & on request. Some ports may
be at anchor, intermediate days are at sea. FOCL reserve the right to amend itineraries for operational reasons. E&OE.
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■

Choose from a range of winter
excursions such as husky dog sledding,
snowmobiling, and king crab safari
Nordic gastronomy at its best on
board, using fresh, local ingredients,
sourced at ports during the journey

© Ørjan Bertelsen

■

Hurtigruten's famous route sails in the
Arctic’s Auroral Zone and to 34 ports
along the beautiful Norwegian coast

© Anne Olsen-Ryum

■

© Agurtxane Concellon

© Bjørn Klauer

© Stian Klo

Stop
searching
start
seeing

Flight-inclusive departures from 9 UK airports
2019 – 2020 DEPARTURES

LONDON GATWICK:
17.10.2019; 24.01.2020; 08.02.2020; 17.02.2020;
28.02.2020; 01.03.2020; 21.03.2020
MANCHESTER:
28.10.2019; 17.01.2020; 06.02.2020;
19.02.2020; 10.03.2020; 19.03.2020

FREE VOYAGE

if the aurora borealis doesn’t
occur on your 12-day voyage
October to March
Terms and conditions apply. Enquire for details.

BRISTOL: 19.11.2019; 26.01.2020; 15.02.2020
BOURNEMOUTH: 08.11.2019; 28.01.2020;
08.03.2020
GLASGOW: 04.02.2020
BIRMINGHAM: 30.11.2019; 26.02.2020;
01.04.2020

LEEDS BRADFORD: 12.03.2020
CARDIFF: 23.03.2020
NEWCASTLE: 30.03.2020

12 DAYS FULL BOARD
including flights

FROM

£1,289 PP

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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DESTINATION FOCUS

COSTA
DEL
SOUL
More than merely the gateway to the Costa
del Sol, the port city of Malaga has soul.
With a shiny new terminal now servicing its
visiting luxury cruise vessels, the
often-overlooked gem sparkles in the baking
hot sun of Spain’s south coast.
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Alcazaba
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DESTINATION FOCUS

L

ONG BEFORE MARBELLA popped a

cork on its now infamous Champagne
sprays, its Andalusian sister stole the
show as the 90s package holiday hotspot of
choice. Fast-forward a few years and while
Marbs has cultivated a celebrity clientele
that sees it scoop front page news often,
Malaga has shrugged off a stuffy reputation
as little more than the entrance to high-rise
resorts like Torremolinos and Fuengirola to
become a star in its own right.
Like any good underrated city,
3,000-year-old Malaga has stacks of
attractions that leave you wondering how it
slipped beneath the radar for so long. One
of the first to greet visitors via cruise ship
(and a record number of ships in 2019/20
means there are more of those than ever) is
the Port of Malaga, a sleek stretch of highend dining, retail and museum space that
wouldn’t look out of place in Miami.
The city’s ever-increasing popularity has
led to several big developments on the
infrastructure front, not least a new cruise
terminal designed exclusively for luxury
vessels with less than 500 passengers.
Opened in 2018, it is as sleek as any
marina you’ve ever come across, located
just feet away from the Michelin-starred
José Carlos Garcia restaurant and even
closer still to the Pompidou Centre, a vast
glass-cubed offshoot of the world-class
museum which shares its collections with
its Parisian counterpart.
Malaga isn’t short on museums, with the
aforementioned Pompidou Centre being
just one of more than 20 in the city. Many
are free on Sundays too, so if your time

Pompidou Centre
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Port of Malaga

and from the bull fights for which he
in Malaga falls just right, the fantastic
collections within the Museo Carmen
would sell his art to fund tickets. Since
Thyssen, Museo Picasso and
2003, the white walls of the
the Pompidou Centre can be
serene Buenavista Palace have
seen for a steal. Even more
catalogued his entire career,
of a bargain is free entry
give or take a period or two.
every day at the CAC Malaga,
It’s the result of more than
The Port of
where a collection featuring
50 years of planning and was
Malaga, a sleek
the likes of Damien Hirst,
eventually made possible only
stretch of highLouise Bourgeois and Miquel
by the contribution of works
Barceló is touted as one of
end dining, retail
from the private collections
the most important
and museum
of his grandson and
in Europe.
space that
daughter-in-law. Hung in
wouldn’t look out chronological order, his many
You can’t list Malaga’s
of place in Miami. styles come alive in a space
artistic credentials without
that offers respite from the
expanding on Picasso. The
sun and a culture boost in
great master was born in
equal measure. As you’d
the city and the influence for some of
expect, it’s a popular spot, so arrive early or
his most famous works came from the
Mediterranean Sea that laps its coastline
late in the afternoon if you can.

Calle Larios shopping street
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DESTINATION FOCUS

Malaga is beautifully compact and walkable
but that doesn’t mean you should overlook
an opportunity to refuel, especially at the
iconic El Pimpi. Part-owned by Antonio
Banderas, who has an apartment just across
the way too, the warren-like establishment
is an institution. Take a seat on the terrace
overlooking the Roman Alcazaba, one of
two Moorish fortresses built high above the
city. The other is the Castillo de Gibralforo
and its jasmine and orange blossom-heavy
gardens can be near-deserted
at the right time of day.
While the views outside El
Pimpi are worth a closer look
after lunch, inside its maze
of rooms is where the magic
is most felt. The bodega
was one of the first in the
city and with feria posters
hung on every wall and
charming courtyards in every
corner, it remains every bit
as atmospheric as the day it
opened back in 1971.

Malaga
boasts some
of the most
exciting shore
excursions of
any Spanish
port

With your thirst quenched
and your appetite satiated, now is the
perfect time to visit Malaga Cathedral. If
it looks a little lopsided, that’s
because it is; when funds ran dry,
construction of the José Martín de
Aldehuela-designed cathedral was cut
short, leaving the Renaissance and
Baroque-style construction with just one
tower as opposed to the planned two.
While unfinished, and highly unlikely ever
to be, it remains mighty impressive all the
same
When it comes to further afield, Malaga
boasts some of the most exciting shore
excursions of any Spanish port. While
its location led the city to spend years
shaking off a reputation as little more
than the gateway to the Costa del Sol, the
plus side is that it affords it an array of
excursions on its doorstep. From glitzy
Puerto Banus and Marbella to age-old
Ronda, there’s plenty to see if you’re keen
to get out and about.
Malaga has art and soul in abundance and
while you can’t see it all in a day, when it
comes to your time here anything you lack
is an excuse to come back.
Puerto Banus harbour
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Malaga Cathedral

TAKE ME THERE
SPAIN & PORTUGAL

NO
FLY

Exclusively for adults
Arcadia
8 Dec 2019 - 11 nights
Southampton, Lisbon, Cadiz, Malaga,
Cartagena, Gibraltar, Southampton

FARES FROM PP

£813

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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CRYSTAL
DIFFERENCE
the

V O YA G E W I T H T H E W O R L D ’ S B E S T

WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF CRYSTAL
Voted the 'World’s Best' more times than any other hotel, resort or cruise line in history, Crystal Cruises
is more than just a luxurious way to explore the world. It is an adventure, opening up the globe just for
you. Whether by Ocean, River or Yacht, Crystal Cruises are taking luxury travel further than ever before.
WEST COAST WAYFARER

ROMANTIC REFLECTIONS

SAN FRANCISCO TO VANCOUVER

ROME TO VENICE

CRYSTAL SYMPHONY | 17 JUNE 2019 | 8 NIGHTS
Cruise Only Fares

CRYSTAL SERENITY | 7 SEPTEMBER 2019 | 7 NIGHTS
Cruise Only Fares

from £2,392 per person

Deluxe Stateroom with
Verandah (B2 Grade)
from £2,969 per person

Penthouse with Verandah
(PH or SH Grade)

Penthouse with Verandah
(PH or SH Grade)

Deluxe Stateroom with
Verandah (B2 Grade)

from £4,008 per person

Itinerary Highlights:

San Francisco (overnight), Monterey, Cruising the West Coast
of USA, Astoria, Seattle, Victoria, Vancouver (overnight).

from £4,981 per person

Itinerary Highlights:

Rome (Civitavecchia), Sorrento, Cruising The Ionian Sea,
Corfu, Kotor, Dubrovnik, Venice.

2018

Fares are per person, cruise only in UK sterling based on double occupancy in an outside stateroom and include port, security and handling charges, which
vary by departure. All fares, offers and itineraries are subject to change and availability and can be withdrawn at any time. Fares may fluctuate and should ABTA No.V8548
be used as a guide only. Prices may go up or down. The fares are available to new bookings only and are only available to UK & Eire residents. Restrictions apply. See crystalcruises.co.uk for complete terms
and conditions of all offers. ©2019 Crystal Cruises, LLC. Ships’ registry: The Bahamas.
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LAND OF THE
RISING SUN

FROM ONLY
Tokyo and Mt. Fuji

£2,199

PP

DIAMOND PRINCESS | 13 NIGHTS | JAN - MAR 2020

T

HE ‘LAND OF the Rising Sun’ uniquely

combines ancient traditions and modern
life. On first inspection, Japan appears
exceedingly modern but as you explore the island
nation it becomes evident that traditional culture
remains a huge influence. The natural beauty

of the country is equally as diverse; from its
mountain vistas and bubbling natural springs to
sprawling city metropolises reminiscent of sci-fi
film sets. Ride the Bullet Train, stand at the foot
of Mount Fuji and soak up the sights on a tour
of neon-lit Tokyo, all before your cruise aboard
Diamond Princess has even begun.

INCLUDED IN THIS PACKAGE

DAY 1 London

Fly overnight from London to Tokyo.

RETURN FLIGHTS FROM
LONDON

3-NIGHT STAY AT A 4* HOTEL
IN TOKYO

PANORAMIC TOKYO TOUR

MT. FUJI AND HAKONE FULL
DAY TOUR WITH BULLET
TRAIN

8-NIGHT FULL-BOARD CRUISE
ON DIAMOND PRINCESS

TRANSFERS

Lake Ashi

This full day tour covers some of Japan’s icons. Take
a trip up to Mt. Fuji's 5th Station at an elevation of
2,300 meters, a cruise on pristine Lake Ashi and a
ride on the Komagatake Ropeway, which boasts great
views of the surrounding Hakone National Park.

Inside pp

Outside pp

Balcony pp

Mini Suite pp

31/01/2020

£2,199
£2,199
£2,199
£2,299
£2,249

£2,469
£2,449
£2,449
£2,569
£2,569

SOLD
SOLD
£2,499
SOLD
SOLD

£4,099
£4,149
£4,049
£4,099
£4,899

24/02/2020
03/03/2020
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DAY 4 Tokyo

Transfer to the Port of Yokohama.
Embark Diamond Princess and depart
Tokyo.

Date

16/02/2020

Enjoy a Panoramic Tokyo Tour.

DAY 5 Tokyo

PACKAGE FARES
08/02/2020

Transfer on arrival to your 4* hotel for a
three-night stay.

Enjoy a Mt. Fuji and Hakone
Tour with Bullet Train.

Mount Fuji and Hakone Full Day Tour

Hamarikyu Gardens

DAY 2 Tokyo

DAY 3 Tokyo

Panoramic Tokyo Tour

See Tokyo's architectural and cultural highlights
on a tour that takes in its shrines and gardens,
sees you cruise Tokyo Bay, shop in Aqua
City Odaiba and enjoy lunch overlooking the
Hamarikyu Gardens.

YOUR ITINERARY

Day 6 Nagoya
Day 7 Osaka
Day 9 Okinawa
Day 10 Taipei (Keelung), Taiwan

DAY 13 TOKYO

Arrive in Tokyo. Transfer to the airport
for your return overnight flight to
London.

DAY 14 LONDON
Arrive in London

Intermittent cruise days are at sea.

Speak to our Cruise & Stay
package experts today:

0800 028 0674

The process of producing/distributing takes several days and could therefore limit the availability of prices and accommodation as advertised, or they could not be available at all. When Holiday
Direction Limited package a holiday for you they act as agents for The Global Travel Group (ATOL 3973). Your contract will be with The Global Travel Group Limited. Prices shown are per person in
£ sterling based on two adults sharing and are subject to availability. Fares and other information are correct at the time of going to print. The term (obs*) when relating to fare grades means your cabin

CANADA &
NEW ENGLAND
DISCOVERY
F

to one of the oldest cities in the USA;
this discovery adventure covers it all. The
city of Montreal nestles in the St. Lawrence
river and is named after the
three-peaked hill at its epicentre, Mount Royal.
Explore the cobblestoned neighbourhoods,
the French Colonial Vieux-Montreal and the

bohemian plateau, before setting sail on a
coastal cruise exploring quaint towns along
the eastern seaboard. You’ll enjoy two nights
in Boston before flying home, walking the
‘Freedom Trail’ that snakes through the city,
consuming as much fresh seafood as you can
in the seaport district and catching a game in
the sports-mad city.

INCLUDED IN THIS PACKAGE
2-NIGHT STAY AT A 4* HOTEL
IN MONTREAL

HEART OF MONTREAL
COACH CITY TOUR

7-NIGHT FULL-BOARD CRUISE
ON MS ZAANDAM

2-NIGHT STAY AT A 4* HOTEL
IN BOSTON

PARTIAL TRANSFERS

Heart of Montreal
Coach City Tour

DAY 1 London

Fly from London to Montreal. Transfer
on arrival to your 4* hotel for a two-night
stay.

DAY 2 Montreal

DAY 3 Montreal

Make your own way to Montreal Cruise
Terminal. Embark MS Zaandam and
depart Montreal.

Day 4 Quebec, Canada
Day 6 Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island
Day 7 Sydney, Nova Scotia
Day 8 Halifax, Nova Scotia
Day 9 Bar Harbor, USA
Arrive in Boston and disembark
MS Zaandam. Transfer to a 4* hotel for a
two-night stay.

DAY 11 BOSTON
Day at leisure

DAY 12 BOSTON

Transfer to the airport for your return
overnight flight to London.

Montreal

DAY 13 LONDON
Arrive in London

Date

Inside pp

Oceanview pp

Suite pp

02/05/2019

£1,899
£2,049
£2,149

£2,199
£2,299
£2,449

£2,699
£2,999
£3,199

22/08/2019

YOUR ITINERARY

DAY 10 BOSTON

PACKAGE FARES
13/06/2019

£1,899

Enjoy a Heart of Montreal Coach
City Tour.

RETURN FLIGHTS
FROM LONDON

This three-hour coach tour takes in over
200 points of interest across Montreal.
Ready your camera for photo stops at
attractions such as Old Montreal, St.
Joseph’s Oratory, Olympic Stadium and
a jaw-dropping panoramic view from the
summit of Mount Royal. Other highlights
include Notre Dame Basilica, City Hall,
Place Ville Marie, Saint Helen’s Island,
Mary Queen of the World Cathedral,
Chinatown and much more!

FROM ONLY
PP

MS ZAANDAM | 12 NIGHTS | MAY - SEPT 2019
ROM THE SECOND largest city in Canada

Prince Edward Island

Alternative departure dates available, call for details.

Itinerary available in reverse
Intermittent cruise days are at sea.

Speak to our Cruise & Stay
package experts today:

0800 028 0674

will have an obstructed view. Hotel basis is room only unless otherwise stated. Resort fees & city taxes may apply. The holiday is subject to Holiday Direction booking conditions.
Visit www.bolsovercruiseclub.com/holidaydirection for further details. Elements of this package holiday are non-escorted and personal transfers may need to be arranged. Please contact our Cruise
Experts for further information. Visa and vaccinations may be required at additional cost. Travel insurance is at an additional cost. E&OE.
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THE ‘LAST
FRONTIER’
TO FRISCO

FROM ONLY
Alcatraz Island San Francisco

EXCLUSIVE TO BOLSOVER CRUISE CLUB
QUEEN ELIZABETH | 18 NIGHTS | 20 JUN 2020

A

VAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY TO

Bolsover Cruise Club, this package
brings a little Cunard class to a great
adventure on the ‘Last Frontier’. A two-night
stay in the coastal city of Vancouver provides
a scenic welcome with its mix of waterfront
parks and hip downtown districts. A City and

Lookout Tower Tour showcases Vancouver’s
best spots, before you board the esteemed
Queen Elizabeth for an unforgettable cruise
through Alaska, a bucket list itinerary for many.
Finally, two nights in San Francisco, including
a day tour to the Californian wine country of
Sonoma, is the perfect end to your holiday.

INCLUDED IN THIS PACKAGE
RETURN FLIGHTS FROM
LONDON

VANCOUVER CITY AND
LOOKOUT TOWER TOUR

2-NIGHT STAY AT A 5* HOTEL
IN VANCOUVER

2-NIGHT STAY AT A 5*
HOTEL IN SAN FRANCISCO

13-NIGHT FULL-BOARD
CRUISE ON QUEEN ELIZABETH

SONOMA WINE
COUNTRY TOUR

TRANSFERS

Vancouver City & Lookout Tower Tour

Delve into the delights of Vancouver during this guided tour of
the coastal seaport. After introducing you to the downtown core
including Canada Place, the tour continues through Vancouver’s
shopping district - Robson Street – before stopping at Stanley Park,
one of the largest urban parks in
North America. Cross the Burrard
Street Bridge and spend time
at Granville Island’s waterfront
market. Visit Chinatown and
travel back to where Vancouver
got its start in historic Gastown.
End the tour on a high with a ride
to the top of The Lookout Tower
in a glass elevator for panoramic
views of the lower mainland and
Vancouver City & Lookout Tower
coastal mountains.

Golden Gate Bridge

Wine Country Tour

PP

YOUR ITINERARY
DAY 1 London

Fly from London to Vancouver. Transfer
on arrival to your 5* hotel for a
two-night stay.

DAY 2 Vancouver

Enjoy a Vancouver City and
Lookout Tour.

DAY 3 Vancouver

Transfer to the port. Embark
Queen Elizabeth and depart Vancouver.

Day 4 CRUISING THE Inside Passage
Day 5 Ketchikan
Day 6 Icy Strait Point
Day 7 Juneau
Day 8 Skagway
Day 9 CRUISING BY Hubbard Glacier
Day 10 Sitka
Day 12 Vancouver (Overnight in port)
Day 15 San Francisco (Overnight in port)

DAY 16 San Francisco

Disembark ship and transfer to a 5* hotel
for a two-night stay.

Immerse yourself in the world
of wine on a guided tour of San
Francisco’s surrounding wine country.

DAY 17 San Francisco

Head north across the Golden Gate
Bridge and out onto the open road,
travelling through Marin County
before arriving at the Carneros wine
region. Visit wineries around the
charming town of Sonoma for wine
making and wine tasting sessions in
idyllic vineyards.

DAY 18 San Francisco

Enjoy a Sonoma Wine Country Tour.
Transfer to the airport for your return
overnight flight to London.

DAY 19 London

Arrive in London.
Intermittent cruise days are at sea.

Speak to our Cruise & Stay
package experts today:

PACKAGE FARES
Date

Inside pp

Ocean View (obs) pp

Balcony pp

Princess Grill pp

20/6/2020

£3,449

£3,879

£3,999

£7,399
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£3,449

0800 028 0674

The process of producing/distributing takes several days and could therefore limit the availability of prices and accommodation as advertised, or they could not be available at all. When Holiday
Direction Limited package a holiday for you they act as agents for The Global Travel Group (ATOL 3973). Your contract will be with The Global Travel Group Limited. Prices shown are per person in
£ sterling based on two adults sharing and are subject to availability. Fares and other information are correct at the time of going to print. The term (obs*) when relating to fare grades means your cabin

ORIENTAL
TREASURES

FROM ONLY
£1,599

PP

Singapore with Marina Bay

YOUR ITINERARY

QUANTUM OF THE SEAS | 12 NIGHTS | 5 JAN 2020

S

TART YOUR ORIENTAL adventure in the

eclectic island city of Singapore, where
modern and old-world charm fuses
with a melee of influences from Chinese and
Malay to Indian and British. Explore the iconic
Gardens by the Bay and go wild in Singapore
Zoo, or take a trip on Asia’s largest observation
wheel, the Singapore Flyer. There’s time for

a tipple at the Raffles Hotel too, home to the
legendary Singapore Sling. Later, you’ll set sail
aboard Quantum of the Seas, experiencing
game-changing facilities and delicious dining
as you explore some of Southeast Asia’s best
cities including the bustling Thai capital of
Bangkok and the cultural heart of Vietnam, Ho
Chi Minh City.

RIVER SAFARI & TRAM
RIDE TICKET

7-NIGHT FULL BOARD CRUISE
ON QUANTUM OF THE SEAS

SINGAPORE CITY TOUR

TRANSFERS

Night Safari & Tram Ticket

Get a flavour for Singapore
on a half-day itinerary that
takes in all the highlights,
from the city’s colonial heart
to Merlion Park with its
Merlion Fountain
great views of Marina Bay
and Thian Hock Keng Temple, the oldest Buddhist
temple in Singapore. You’ll visit Chinatown and
the National Orchid Garden too, before catching
a cookery and tea-making demonstration complete
with plenty of samples.

Transfer on arrival to your 4* hotel for a
three-night stay.

DAY 3 Singapore

Enjoy a Singapore City Tour.
Enjoy a River Safari & Tram Ride.

3-NIGHT STAY AT A 4* HOTEL
IN SINGAPORE

Singapore City Tour

DAY 2 Singapore

DAY 4 Singapore

INCLUDED IN THIS PACKAGE
RETURN FLIGHTS
FROM LONDON

DAY 1 London

Fly overnight from London to Singapore.

Night Safari is the world’s first safari park for
nocturnal animals, featuring over 2,500 animals in
their natural night-time habitats. The star of the
Night Safari experience, aside from the wildlife, is
a guided tram ride that
takes you across seven
geographical zones of the
world, from the rugged
Himalayan Foothills to
the swampy banks of the
Asian Riverine Forest and
more.

PACKAGE FARES
Date

Inside pp

Oceanview pp

Balcony pp

5/1/2020

£1,599

£1,869

£1,949

DAY 5 Singapore

Transfer to the port. Embark Quantum
of the Seas and depart Singapore.

Day 7 Bangkok (Overnight IN PORT)
Day 10 Ho Chi Minh City (Phu My)

DAY 12 Singapore

Disembark ship and transfer to the
airport for your return overnight flight to
London.

DAY 13 LONDON

Arrive in London.

Intermittent cruise days are at sea.

Speak to our Cruise & Stay
package experts today:

0800 028 0674

will have an obstructed view. Hotel basis is room only unless otherwise stated. Resort fees & city taxes may apply. The holiday is subject to Holiday Direction booking conditions.
Visit www.bolsovercruiseclub.com/holidaydirection for further details. Elements of this package holiday are non-escorted and personal transfers may need to be arranged. Please contact our Cruise
Experts for further information. Visa and vaccinations may be required at additional cost. Travel insurance is at an additional cost. E&OE.
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FROM ONLY
£4,149

DELIGHTFUL
DALMATIA
& GRECIAN
ODYSSEY

PP

ITINERARY A
DAY 1 London

Fly from London to Venice. Transfer on
arrival to your 5* hotel for a two-night stay.

DAY 2 Venice
Day at leisure.

DAY 3 Venice
Dubrovnik, Croatia

SEABOURN ODYSSEY | 11 NIGHTS | JUL - SEP 2019

T

HE MEDITERRANEAN IS heaven on
earth, all sparkling seas and golden
sands that come alive in summer sun.
Seabourn puts the region’s star destinations
on show as Odyssey sails a luxurious voyage
that hugs dramatic coastlines and dips into

serene islands scattered with whitewashed
villages and lemon groves. There are ancient
cities too, once home to the world’s greatest
empires; 5* hotel stays in two of them, Venice
and Athens, promise plenty of time to soak
up the sights.

INCLUDED IN THIS PACKAGE

Transfer to the port. Embark
Seabourn Odyssey and depart Venice.

Day 4 Vodice (Sibenik), Croatia
Day 5 Kotor, Montenegro
Day 6 Kerkira (Corfu), Greece
Day 7 Sami (Cephalonia), Greece
Day 8 Gythion (Sparta), Greece
Day 9 Nafplion, Greece

DAY 10 Athens (Piraeus)

Arrive in Athens. Transfer to a 5* hotel
for a two-night stay.

DAY 11 Athens

Enjoy an Athens Acropolis & City Tour.

RETURN FLIGHTS FROM
LONDON

2-NIGHT STAY AT A 5* HOTEL
IN VENICE

2-NIGHT STAY AT A 5* HOTEL
IN ATHENS

ATHENS ACROPOLIS &
CITY TOUR

7-NIGHT LUXURY ALL
INCLUSIVE CRUISE ON
SEABOURN ODYSSEY

DAY 12 Athens

Transfer to the airport for your return
flight to London.

ITINERARY B
DAY 1 London

TRANSFERS

Fly from London to Athens. Transfer on
arrival to a 5* hotel for a two-night stay.

Athens City &
Acropolis Tour

DAY 2 Athens

Immerse yourself in
the past and present
of the fascinating city
of Athens, stroll the
halls of the famous
Acropolis Museum and
see Ancient Greece with
your own eyes. Learn all
about Athens’ ancient
and modern history on
this half-day tour of the
city alongside expert
guides.

DAY 3 Athens

Enjoy an Athens City & Acropolis Tour.
Transfer to the port. Embark
Seabourn Odyssey and depart Athens.

Day 4 Monemvasia, Greece
Day 5 Katakolon, Greece
Day 6 Nydri (Nisos Lefkada), Greece
Day 7 Brindisi, Italy
DAY 8 Dubrovnik, Croatia
DAY 9 Zadar, Croatia

DAY 10 Venice, Italy
Athens

PACKAGE FARES
Oceanview Suite pp

Veranda Suite pp

Penthouse Suite pp

25/07/2019 Itinerary A

£4,749
£4,759
£4,149
£5,079

£6,069
£5,379
£5,349
£6,699

£7,999
£7,379
£7,999
£9,399

22/08/2019 Itinerary A
12/09/2019 Itinerary B

Alternative departure dates available, call for details.
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DAY 12 Venice

Transfer to the airport for your return
flight to London.

Date

15/08/2019 Itinerary B

Arrive in Venice. Transfer to a 5* hotel
for a two-night stay.

Speak to our Cruise & Stay
package experts today:

0800 028 0674

The process of producing/distributing takes several days and could therefore limit the availability of prices and accommodation as advertised, or they could not be available at all. When Holiday
Direction Limited package a holiday for you they act as agents for The Global Travel Group (ATOL 3973). Your contract will be with The Global Travel Group Limited. Prices shown are per person in
£ sterling based on two adults sharing and are subject to availability. Fares and other information are correct at the time of going to print. The term (obs*) when relating to fare grades means your cabin

ICONIC
ICELANDIC
VOYAGE

FROM ONLY
£7,099

PP

YOUR ITINERARY
DAY 1 London

Waterfall in Iceland

SEVEN SEAS NAVIGATOR | 19 NIGHTS | 14 JUN 2020

S

OME JOURNEYS SHOULD be made in

ultimate luxury and the trip around
the Canada and New England coast
is one of them. Set sail from New York on
Seven Seas Navigator, bound for the likes
of Martha’s Vineyard, Boston, Nova Scotia
and more. You’ll visit Greenland too, one of
our favourite destinations for 2019, before

arriving at your final destination – Iceland.
You couldn’t possibly see all this incredible
volcanic island has to offer in a day, so it’s just
as well you’ll spend three nights in Reykjavik,
from where you’ll enjoy an unforgettable tour
of the Golden Circle and a chance to revive
body and mind at the Blue Lagoon before you
head home.

INCLUDED IN THIS PACKAGE
RETURN FLIGHTS
FROM LONDON

1-NIGHT 5* STAY AT A HOTEL
IN NEW YORK

15-NIGHT LUXURY
ALL-INCLUSIVE CRUISE ON
SEVEN SEAS NAVIGATOR

3-NIGHT 4* STAY AT A HOTEL
IN REYKJAVIK

GOLDEN CIRCLE CLASSIC TOUR

BLUE LAGOON EXPERIENCE

TRANSFERS

Choose from 61 FREE Shore
Excursions - FREE WIFI & Prepaid Gratuities - FREE Unlimited
Beverage Package and FREE
Speciality dining.

Fly from London to New York.
Transfer on arrival to your 5* hotel for
a one-night stay

DAY 2 New York

Transfer to the port. Embark Seven Seas
Navigator and depart New York.

DAY 3 Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts
DAY 4 Boston, Massachusetts
DAY 5 Bar Harbor, Maine
DAY 6 Halifax, Nova Scotia
DAY 7 Sydney, Nova Scotia
DAY 8 Corner Brook, Newfoundland
DAY 9 Cruising the Labrador Sea
DAY 10 Cruising the Atlantic Ocean
DAY 11 Nuuk, Greenland
DAY 12 Paaniut, Greenland
DAY 13 Cruising the Prince Christian Sound
DAY 14 Cruising the Denmark Strait
DAY 15 Isafordur, Iceland
DAY 16 Reykjavik, Iceland (Overnight in port)

DAY 17 Reykjavik, Iceland

Disembark and transfer to a 4* hotel for
a three-night stay.

DAY 18 Reykjavik, Iceland

Enjoy a Golden Circle Classic Tour.

DAY 19 Reykjavik, Iceland

Enjoy a Blue Lagoon Experience.

New York

The Blue Lagoon, Iceland

Seven Seas Navigator,
Compass Rose

PACKAGE FARES
Date

Deluxe Window Suite pp

Deluxe Veranda Suite pp

Concierge Suite pp

14/6/2020

£7,099

£8,299

£8,999

DAY 20 LONDON

Transfer to the airport for your return
flight to London.

Speak to our Cruise & Stay
package experts today:

0800 028 0674

will have an obstructed view. Hotel basis is room only unless otherwise stated. Resort fees & city taxes may apply. The holiday is subject to Holiday Direction booking conditions.
Visit www.bolsovercruiseclub.com/holidaydirection for further details. Elements of this package holiday are non-escorted and personal transfers may need to be arranged. Please contact our Cruise
Experts for further information. Visa and vaccinations may be required at additional cost. Travel insurance is at an additional cost. E&OE.
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DI S C OV ER T H E
MEDI TERRA NE A N
Regent Seven Seas Cruises® has long sought to
provide you, our traveller and guest, with the
most enriching and luxurious journey on the
seven seas; fulfilling your every want and need
is our sincerest pleasure.

MEDITERRANEAN SUNSETS 2 Jul 2019 | 12 Nights
Seven Seas Voyager ® Up to 73 Free Shore Excursions
Barcelona, Marseille, Antibes, Monte Carlo (overnight),
Tuscany (Livorno), Rome (Civitavecchia), Amalfi/Positano,
Kotor, Zadar, Koper, Venice (overnight)
DELUXE VERANDA SUITE cruise only from £5,799pp

EL GRECO TO GAUDI 22 Jul 2019 | 7 Nights
Seven Seas Voyager ® Up to 28 Free Shore Excursions
Rome, Tuscany (Livorno), Portofino, Palma de Mallorca,
Barcelona, Saint-Tropez, Monte Carlo
DELUXE VERANDA SUITE cruise only from £4,199pp

ANCIENT GODS & WONDERS 29 Aug 2019 | 10 Nights

Seven Seas Voyager ® Up to 53 Free Shore Excursions
Athens (Piraeus), Mykonos, Istanbul (overnight),
Ephesus (Kusadasi), Gythion, Corfu, Taormina (Sicily),
Sorrento/Capri, Rome
DELUXE VERANDA SUITE cruise only from £4,768pp
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SAVE
£500pp

ON 2020 VIKING
OCEAN CRUISES
Ends 30 June
2019

2020 Viking ocean cruises on sale now
Onboard gratuities included
West Indies Explorer

Empires of the Mediterranean

11 days, 9 guided tours, San Juan roundtrip
Departs January to December 2020

10 days, 8 guided tours, Venice to Athens
Departs April to October 2020

Your journey
Days 1 & 2 San Juan, Puerto Rico | Day 3 Road Town, Tortola, British
Virgin Islands | Day 4 Basseterre, St. Kitts | Day 5 Castries, St. Lucia
Day 6 Bridgetown, Barbados | Day 7 Roseau, Dominica | Day 8 St. John’s,
Antigua | Day 9 Philipsburg, St. Martin | Day 10 Charlotte Amalie,
St. Thomas, US Virgin Islands | Day 11 San Juan, Puerto Rico

Your journey

From £2,990pp

From £4,090pp

Day 1 Venice, Italy | Day 2 Koper, Slovenia | Day 3 Zadar, Croatia
Day 4 Dubrovnik, Croatia | Day 5 Kotor, Montenegro
Day 6 Corfu (Kérkyra), Greece | Day 7 Olympia (Katakolon), Greece
Day 8 Santorini (Thíra), Greece | Days 9 & 10 Athens (Piraeus), Greece

ENJOY IT ALL, IT’S ALL INCLUDED
P Return scheduled economy class flights from London,
plus fly from selected local airports at no extra cost
P Private veranda stateroom
P An included excursion in almost every port
P All onboard meals in a choice of restaurants, including many
alfresco dining venues
P Specially selected house wine, beer and soft drinks with lunch
and dinner onboard

P
P
P
P
P
P
P

Evening entertainment onboard
Free tea, coffee and snacks any time onboard
Free 24-hour room service
Free Wi-Fi onboard
Free use of spa facilities
All port charges, government taxes and overseas transfers
Onboard gratuities

Call your Cruise Expert on 01246 819 819 or visit bolsovercruiseclub.com
Prices correct at time of going to print but are subject to availability and change. From prices are per person and
based on two people sharing the lowest grade stateroom available, departing on selected dates in 2020. Prices
valid until 30 June 2019. Single supplements 100%. Please note that duration of cruises shown is the cruise only.
Total duration including flights of certain itineraries may be longer. Gratuities included on board ship only. For more
information please visit vikingcruises.co.uk/terms-conditions or call us.
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SAVE
£1,000pp

ON
ON 2020
2020 VIKING
VIKING
RIVER
RIVER CRUISES
CRUISES
Ends
Ends 30
30 June
June
2019
2019

2020 Viking river cruises on sale now
NEW for 2020-onboard gratuities included
Portugal’s River of Gold

Passage to Eastern Europe

From
From £2,045pp
£2,045pp

From
From £1,945pp
£1,945pp

10
10 days,
days, 88 guided
guided tours,
tours, Lisbon
Lisbon to
to Porto
Porto
Departs
Departs April
April to
to November
November 2020
2020

Your
Your journey
journey
Days
Days 11 &
& 22 Lisbon,
Lisbon, Portugal
Portugal || Day
Day 33 Coimbra
Coimbra and
and Porto,
Porto, Portugal
Portugal
Day
Day 44 Porto,
Porto, Portugal
Portugal || Day
Day 55 Régua
Régua and
and Pinhão,
Pinhão, Portugal
Portugal
Day
Day 66 Douro
Douro River
River and
and Barca
Barca d’Alva,
d’Alva, Portugal
Portugal || Day
Day 77 Salamanca
Salamanca and
and
Vega
Vega de
de Terrón,
Terrón, Spain
Spain || Day
Day 88 Douro
Douro River
River and
and Pinhão,
Pinhão, Portugal
Portugal
Day
Day 99 Régua
Régua and
and Porto,
Porto, Portugal
Portugal || Day
Day 10
10 Porto,
Porto, Portugal
Portugal

11
11 days,
days, 77 guided
guided tours,
tours, Budapest
Budapest to
to Bucharest
Bucharest
Departs
Departs March
March to
to December
December 2020
2020
Your
Your journey
journey
Days
Days 1-3
1-3 Budapest,
Budapest, Hungary
Hungary || Day
Day 44 Kalocsa,
Kalocsa, Hungary
Hungary || Day
Day 55
Osijek,
Osijek, Croatia
Croatia || Day
Day 66 Belgrade,
Belgrade, Serbia
Serbia || Day
Day 77 Danube
Danube River
River
and
and Iron
Iron Gate
Gate || Day
Day 88 Vidin
Vidin and
and Belogradchik,
Belogradchik, Bulgaria
Bulgaria || Day
Day 99
Veliko
Veliko Tarnovo
Tarnovo and
and Arbanasi,
Arbanasi, Bulgaria
Bulgaria || Day
Day 10
10 Giurgiu
Giurgiu and
and
Bucharest,
Bucharest, Romania
Romania || Day
Day 11
11 Bucharest,
Bucharest, Romania
Romania

ENJOY
ENJOY IT
IT ALL,
ALL, IT’S
IT’S ALL
ALL INCLUDED
INCLUDED
P
P Return
Return scheduled
scheduled economy
economy class
class flights
flights from
from London,
London,
plus
plus fly
fly from
from selected
selected local
local airports
airports at
at no
no extra
extra cost
cost
P
P River-view
River-view stateroom
stateroom
P
P An
An included
included excursion
excursion in
in almost
almost every
every port
port
P
Free
Wi-Fi
on
board
P Free Wi-Fi on board
P
P All
All onboard
onboard meals,
meals, including
including regional
regional specialties
specialties

P
P Specially
Specially selected
selected house
house wine,
wine, beer
beer and
and soft
soft
drinks
with
lunch
and
dinner
on
board
drinks with lunch and dinner on board
P
P Free
Free tea,
tea, coffee
coffee and
and snacks
snacks any
any time
time on
on board
board
P
P All
All port
port charges,
charges, airport
airport taxes
taxes and
and overseas
overseas transfers
transfers
P
P No
No surcharges
surcharges guaranteed
guaranteed once
once your
your deposit
deposit isis paid
paid
P
Onboard
gratuities
P Onboard gratuities

CCaallll yyoouurr CCrruuiissee EExxppeerrtt oonn 0011224466 881199 881199 oorr vviissiitt bboollssoovveerrccrruuiisseecclluubb..ccoom
m
Price
Pricecorrect
correctatattime
timeof
ofgoing
goingto
toprint
printbut
butisissubject
subjectto
toavailability
availabilityand
andchange.
change.From
Fromprice
priceisisper
perperson
personand
andbased
based
on
ontwo
twopeople
peoplesharing
sharingthe
thelowest
lowestgrade
gradestateroom
stateroomavailable
availableon
onselected
selectedriver
rivercruises,
cruises,departing
departingon
onselected
selected
**
dates
datesinin2020.
2020. Restrictions
Restrictionsapply.
apply.Gratuities
Gratuitiesincluded
includedon
onboard
boardship
shiponly.
only.Prices
Pricesvalid
validuntil
until30
30June
June2019.
2019.Single
Single
supplements
supplementsapply.
apply.For
Formore
moreinformation
informationplease
pleasevisit
visitvikingcruises.co.uk/terms-conditions
vikingcruises.co.uk/terms-conditionsor
orcall
callus.
us.
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FEATURE

BELLISSIMA,
TI AMO!

LED Sky Screen

62

A two-day sailing from Southampton gave Cruise Expert Poppy
Outram just enough time to put MSC Bellissima on trial. Safe to say
the new MSC Cruises ship knocked her socks off – here’s why.

Into The Blue|Call us on: 01246 819 819

W

Italian coffee. My eye soon wandered
though, and I headed over to the
brand-new MSC Bellissima
Crepe and Gelato stand and sampled
in Southampton for her
a freshly made crepe,
hotly anticipated naming
whilst ogling the huge
ceremony and launch event,
range of ice cream
I could barely contain my
flavours on offer.
excitement. This was to be my
first experience of cruising
The most
After all that sweetness
with MSC and I was not
exciting part of
I was in need of
going to be disappointed...
the Galleria is
something savoury, and
luckily MSC Bellissima
the
spectacular
As soon as I stepped
offers a vast array of
80-metre-long
onboard, I was bedazzled
speciality restaurants.
by the glitz and glamour
LED Sky Screen
It would have been
of my surroundings. I was
rude not to sample
expecting sparkle, having
some, so I made my
seen MSC Meraviglia
way to the upper level
on Cruising with Jane
of the Galleria, via the
McDonald, and Bellissima
Swarovski
staircase,
of course. First
was not to be outdone by her sister!
on my list was the Teppanyaki and
I was immediately wowed by the
incredible Swarovski crystal staircases
that greet you as you arrive on the
ship, cascading through the Infinity
Atrium like a waterfall of sparkles.
Costing a staggering £1.5million
per staircase, MSC have spared no
expense in creating the most beautiful
entrance to a ship I have ever seen.
Gliding up the glittering staircase
while having a bit of a Cinderella
moment, I arrived on the upper tier
of the Galleria Bellissima. This is
the social hub of the ship, an indoor
promenade lined with boutiques,
speciality restaurants and bars. The
Swarovski crystal
most exciting part of the Galleria is
staircase
the spectacular 80-metre-long LED
Sky Screen. It was a real joy to see
the ceiling morphing from stunning
floral displays to the Sistine Chapel,
and at night a beautiful star-lit sky.
There were endless images, each
one a surprise and delight, and this
was one of my favourite features of
Bellissima.
AITING TO BOARD the

Strolling along the Galleria, I was
in seventh heaven when I found
The Chocolate Bar, which is no
ordinary café! MSC have partnered
with acclaimed French pâtisseier
Jean-Philippe Maury and created
their own chocolate store. I loved
sitting and watching the chocolatiers
at work while sipping on a delicious

The Chocolate Bar

Sushi bar, Kaito. I really enjoyed
watching the chefs create dishes in
traditional Japanese style on huge
grills in the centre of the tables, and
the end product was divine.
I then made my way over to
the American-style steakhouse
Butcher's Cut, which serves
speciality meats from around the
world, and sampled filet mignon
cooked to perfection. Next it was
time for some Quiche Lorraine,
rustic breads and cheese in the
French restaurant, L'Atelier
Bistrot. With little room left but
a determination to try it all, it was
tapas time in Hola!, the restaurant
created by Spanish Michelin-starred
chef, Ramón Freixa.
Kaito Teppanyaki

Dinner in Il Ciliego

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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FEATURE
After all that food, it was time for a
drink, and with 20 bars to choose from
it wasn’t long before I had my favourite
cruise tipple – a Strawberry Daquiri – in
hand. Wandering around the ship, it was
soon apparent that there is a place for
everyone on Bellissima. You can enjoy
a glass of fizz in the classy Champagne
Bar, a decadent venue glistening with
white furnishings and just about every
Champagne you could wish for, served
with accompanying caviar, oysters and
crab. If you are a cocktail lover, you can
partake in your favourite at the Edge Bar,
perfect for pre-dinner drinks. You may
be pleased to know that there is a British
style pub too, Masters of the Sea, serving
beers and stouts including John Smith’s,
Newcastle Brown Ale, Murphy’s and
Guinness.
Feeling suitably fed and watered I decided
to go and have a look at my home for
the weekend, a lovely Aurea Balcony
stateroom. Beautifully appointed, with
lots of space and a generous-sized
balcony, I was really delighted with the
room. The bathroom was absolutely
stunning, all gleaming white and not a
shower curtain in sight.

complete with four twisting and turning
waterslides, a hot dog bar, range of pools
and the Himalayan Bridge – an
82-metre-long suspension rope bridge
course – not one for the faint hearted! I
can imagine finding it hard to get my two
children to leave this part of the ship!
One deck below the Aquapark is the
Horizon Pool, which I think would
quickly become my place of choice for
a lazy day on a sun-soaked sailing. A
spacious pool and sunbathing space by
day, with views off the aft of the ship,
this area also doubles as an amphitheatre
for evening entertainment under the stars.
Having got a taste for the pools, I decided
to test the hot tubs out and made my way
to the Grand Canyon Pool, an indoor
space with retractable roof, comfy seating
and of course, the obligatory poolside
bar. Having blissfully bubbled away for a
while, I dragged myself away to check out
the spa facilities.

The Aurea Spa is a Balinese-inspired
relaxation zone, featuring an exotic design
of natural stone and beautiful mosaics. I
felt relaxed and serene from the moment
I walked in. The quiet yet attentive staff
provided an aura of calm
and peace. After a wallow
in the hydrotherapy pool, a
‘cold storm’ rain shower and
a snooze-inducing lie down
An all-singing,
on a heated bed, my appetite
all-dancing
had somehow started to
Broadway style
return, and so it was back
to my stateroom to ready
cast decked out
myself for the evening’s
in some of the
activities and Gala Dinner.
most incredible

Onto the really revolutionary
feature of my stateroom,
my personal cruise assistant,
Zoe. Powered by artificial
intelligence (AI), Zoe can
speak seven languages and
answer over 800 of the most
commonly asked questions –
with thousands of different
variants of each query
– providing information
about on-board services,
costumes I
MSC Bellissima has a
suggestions for activities,
have ever seen
range of main dining
and even help in booking a
rooms, and as is par
specific service. She’s easy to
for the course, you are
use too; all you need to do is
allocated one upon
say “OK Zoe” and she’s ready to help.
arrival on the ship. I was allocated ‘Il
Having acquainted myself with my
stateroom, I decided to go and have a
look at the outdoor areas. The main place
to be is the Atmosphere Pool, which has
a staggering amount of poolside space,
in-pool sunbeds and a huge outdoor
screen. To the aft of the ship, I was
thrilled to see the Arizona Aquapark,
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pumpkin ravioli – not something I
would usually choose, but I devoured
every last morsel and nearly ordered
another! After a tasty main course
and chocolate pyramid desert, it was
time to head to my favourite place to
go on a ship in the evening (no not
the bar!) It was show time!

Ciliegio’ on deck 6, a cosy intimate
restaurant with stunning décor and
art. Within minutes I was seated
and presented with the Gala Night
menu. The wine flowed, all cleverly
matched to the evening’s meal, and
the starters were served without
delay. I had the most delicious

MSC have perfected their entertainment
on Bellissima to please all audiences,
with exclusive shows by Cirque de Soleil
performed in the purpose-built, technologypacked Carousel Lounge. This multifunctional lounge houses a rotating stage,
40-metre LED screen and aerial rigging,
and features an exclusive table d’hôte menu,
where specially-created dishes are served
(along with a cheeky cocktail) before you
sit down to enjoy the spectacular Cirque de
Soleil show.
Next was a quick hop along to the London
Theatre, where I enjoyed the exclusiveto-Bellissima show, Pink. An all-singing,
all-dancing Broadway style cast decked out
in some of the most incredible costumes I
have ever seen, performed songs from a host
of female superstars. I loved the range of
different vocal styles, from an Italian opera
singer to soulful gospel, they each gave me
goose bumps. When they all combined for
the grand finale it was breathtaking.
After a jam-packed day, I enjoyed a restful
night in the supremely comfortable bed and
woke the next morning eager to find out
what else Bellissima had to offer....and there
was so much more to see!

Strawberry Daquiri

London Theatre

London Theatre
Balcony Stateroom

Atmosphere Pool
The Champagne Bar

Zoe, MSC Bellissima's virtual cruise assistant
Kaito Teppanyaki
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Crêpes and Gelato

Mozzarella Station, Marketplace

Pink

VR Maze

Formula 1 Simulator
Kids Club
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VR Cinema

I decided to head to the Marketplace
buffet for breakfast and was happy to
find great British favourites available
among a plethora of cold meats and
continental dishes, an omelette station
and a plentiful fruit bar. I enjoyed a
hearty plateful, before making my way
to the Sportplex to find out what family

with computers, games consoles, comfy
seating and access to their own chillout
zone with late night discos.
In the Sportplex, MSC have gone all out
to offer something unique to guests and
we’re not just talking kids either. This is
somewhere for the whole family to have
fun together. There is a bowling alley,
games arcade and a full-size basketball
court which doubles as a party venue at
night. With MSC being at the forefront
of technology, there is a lot of virtual
fun to be found here too. I tried my hand
at the Virtual Reality Maze, a surreal
experience where you can choose from
various ‘stories’ to play, before strapping
myself into the driver’s seat of a Formula
1 racing car. Complete with wrap around
screen and juddering effects, this was as
close to the real thing as I will ever get!
Lewis Hamilton doesn’t need to worry
though - I spent more time in the gravel
than on the track. I had more success in
the Interactive XD Cinema experience,
an immersive adventure where you
are handed a laser gun and - thanks to
moving seats, wind effects and 3D glasses
- temporarily transported to another
world. Having successfully beaten a tribe
of zombies, it was time for something a
little more sedate, and so I headed to the
exclusive Yacht Club for a spot of lunch.

before swooshing up another glorious
Swarovski staircase into the Yacht Club
restaurant, which serves sophisticated a la
carte menu options for breakfast, lunch
and dinner. A more attentive service I
have yet to find anywhere. With a waiter
to almost everyone at the table I was so
impressed with everything about this
restaurant. Waiting staff pre-empted your
every wish, delivering impeccable dishes
created with flair and refinement; I was
left wanting more.
After a whirlwind two days exploring
all that MSC Bellissima has to offer,
I left with a heavy heart but a new
understanding of why MSC’s guests
love their ships so much. There truly
is something for everyone. And as for
Bellissima, her slogan of ‘Beauty At Sea’
could not be more apt; she really does
epitomise her name and oozes beauty
from every angle.
Bellissima, ti amo!
L'Atelier Bistrot

features were on offer. On my way out,
something that grabbed my attention
was the Mozzarella Station. Yes, you
heard me right - Bellissima has her very
own mozzarella kitchen, where you can
watch as the chefs create fresh delicious
mozzarella ready for you to pile onto your
plate with lashings of pesto,
or alongside divine freshlybaked bread. I helped myself
to plenty of that later in the
day!
In the Sportplex,

The Yacht Club is the
ship-within-a-ship
experience which offers
guests exclusivity and
privacy, whilst still having
access to all the amenities
MSC
have
gone
that a ship like Bellissima
With a feeling of fullness
all
out
to
offer
provides. I had a peek into
once again, it was time to
a Yacht Club suite and
something
explore, and first on the
could see why they prove
agenda today was to see
unique to guests
the family facilities. Upon
and we’re not just so popular; beautifully
decorated and very spacious,
entering the children’s zones,
talking about for
these rooms would suit
it's immediately apparent
the kids either
anyone wanting to escape
from the bright colours and
the hustle and bustle of
interactive brick boards that
daily life, enjoy a private
this part of the ship has been
pool
deck
and
bar, while still having
developed in partnership with Lego. Keen
the
facilities
of
the ship just around the
builders can lose themselves in a mass of
corner.
Lego-themed activities and I’m quite sure
my 6-year-old son would be unpacking
Passing through the Top Sail Lounge,
his case here and waving a happy
a private bar with panoramic views, I
goodbye to me for the duration! The
helped myself to a little hors d’oeuvre,
older children also have a dedicated area

TAKE ME THERE
ITALY, MALTA, SPAIN
& FRANCE

✈

FLIGHTS

INCLUDED

MSC Bellissima
20 Oct 2019 - 7 nights
Fly from/to London, Genoa, Naples,
Messina, Valletta, Barcelona,
Marseille, Genoa
FARES FROM PP

£969
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A fresh new look for Queen Elizabeth.
Queen Elizabeth took time out in November 2018 to undergo a smart new refit: her guests can now
look forward to everything from enhanced staterooms and suites to more contemporary retail spaces,
an improved visual and audio experience at the Royal Court Theatre, and stylishly upgraded deck areas.
Not least, those on board can indulge in a little refresh of their own with a visit or two to the beautifully
refurbished Spa and Beauty Salon as Queen Elizabeth debuts Mareel Wellness & Beauty, a brand-new
spa experience exclusive to Cunard.
Join Cunard’s youngest ship as she explores Australia, Japan, Alaska and more.
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Royal Arcade shop

Hydrotherapy pool

Queens Grill suite (Q3)

Norway and Northern Lights

The Canary Islands

Grand Voyage Japan and Alaska

12 nights

12 nights

21 nights

8 – 20 October 2019

Q928

20 October – 1 November 2019

Q929

14 May – 3 June 2020

Q016

Southampton > Two Sea Days >
Alesund, Norway > Sea Day >
Tromso, Norway LE > Sea Day >
Narvik, Norway LE > Two Sea Days >
Stavanger, Norway > Sea Day >
Southampton

Southampton > Three Sea Days >
Madeira, Portugal > La Palma, Spain >
Tenerife, Spain > Lanzarote, Spain >
Two Sea Days > La Coruña, Spain >
Sea Day > Southampton

✈ Tokyo (tours from Yokohama), Japan > Sea Day >
Hakodate, Japan > Otaru, Japan M > Sea Day >
Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk (tours from Korsakov), Russian
Federation A M > Two Sea Days >
Cross International Date Line > Three Sea Days >
Kodiak, USA A > Anchorage, USA > Sea Day >
Cruise by Hubbard Glacier > Juneau, USA >
Cruising in Tracy Arm Fjord > Sea Day >
Cruising in Inside Passage > Vancouver, Canada ✈

Cunard Fares from £1,349pp with $70pp
complimentary on board spending money

Cunard Fares from £1,113pp with $70pp
complimentary on board spending money

Cunard Fares from £2,851pp with $80pp
complimentary on board spending money

A
= Anchor Port M = Maiden Call LE = Late Evening Departure ✈ = Pre- and/or Post-cruise flight
Destinations in italics are Cruise By/Transit Only Bold Port = Embarkation/Disembarkation port

Terms and conditions. Cunard Fares shown are per person in £ sterling based on two adults sharing the lowest grade of stateroom available (or single occupancy in a
single stateroom), within the applicable stateroom type and are subject to availability. Fares for sole occupancy and supplementary fares are available on request. Fares
and other information are correct at the time of going to print. Complimentary Cunard benefits apply to new bookings only and are not combinable with saver fares. The type
and amount of complimentary benefit applied shall be at the absolute discretion of Cunard. The choice of benefits varies by voyage type. Complimentary on board spending
money is valid on selected voyages of seven nights or more and applies to the first two guests sharing a stateroom. This can be spent on shore excursions, drinks, spa
services and in the shops. On board spending money is non-refundable and non-transferable. For more details, terms and conditions, please speak to Bolsover Cruise Club.
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New 2020-2021 voyages.
On sale now.

Cunard World Club members can enjoy savings of up to
5% on voyages booked by 30 June 2019.
For 2020-2021, Cunard offers you a choice of sailing collections: The World Voyage,
Grand Voyages, and voyages that explore regions of the world across Asia, Australasia,
South America, and Africa and the Indian Ocean. Join Cunard for part of these journeys
or combine them to extend your adventure.
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REGULARS

LISBON
36 HOURS IN

L

ISBON IS A feisty old town. The seven

hills are stacked with neighbourhoods
that are colourful but by no means
quaint, the yellow, pink and blue houses
hinting at the equally colourful characters
who call the city home. Everywhere here
is art, from house-sized murals by famous
street artist Bordelo II, to the age-old
azulejos that cling to every other building as
they have done for decades. There are the
burgundy and buttermilk yellow trams that
rattle along the cobbles and the cobalt blue
tuk tuks, although the locals would rather
not talk about those.
Lisbon is a city reinvented and
reinvigorated after taking a hit in the
recession. The result is a lust for life that
plays out on the banks of the vast River
Tagus and beneath the red steel of the
Ponte 25 de Abril bridge. This isn’t a
tourist hotspot with bus tour touts on
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every corner, but a place to experience
Portugal’s vibrancy without an ounce
of falsity. Sure, book that excursion to
nearby Sintra, but give central Lisbon your
attention first.

DON’T MISS…

T

HE BELÉM DISTRICT is a good ten-

Technology has become one of Portugal’s
star attractions.

minute trip from where ships dock in
the city but taxis are cheap and, once
Nearby is one of Lisbon’s hippest hangouts
you’re there, you’ll find plenty to fill your
and with its cobblestones and street art,
time. Most notable of all its attractions is
there’s an air of New York to the LX Factory.
Belém Tower, built to protect the city from
its strategic position on the north bank of the Back in the golden age of industry, the fabric
factories here were a hive of activity beneath
Tagus. Walk along the riverbank and you’ll
find another nod to the Age of Discovery; the the Ponte 25 de Abril bridge. However, when
work wound down, the factories in Alcântara
Padrão dos Descobrimentos
were left in abandon.
or ‘Monument to the
Fast-forward to 2008 and
Discoveries’ may look like it
with the recession in full
has stood here for centuries
swing, Lisbon’s industrious
but was, in fact, built in 1940
creatives saw the potential
for the Portuguese World
If you’re
of the area which has gone
Exhibition, only becoming
looking for
on to become unmissable
a permanent fixture in 1960
the
Lisbon
of
since they moved in to create
to mark 500 years since
old, head for
a mecca of art, culture and
the death of Henry the
shopping. There are boutique
Alfama
Navigator. Regardless, it has
shops like Kare Lisboa
become synonymous with
that will leave you feeling
the city.
thankful for the generous
Within minutes of the
luggage limits of cruises
monument are more of
from the UK and restaurants
Belém’s highlights, from
like Cantina, from where
Jerónimos Monastery (visit
you’ll leave feeling suitably
on a Sunday morning for free entry) to
stuffed, but not quite enough to resist a slab
the huge Cultural Centre Belém and the
of desert from LXeesecake, run by Madame
intriguing National Coach Museum, housing
Cheeselova no less.
the most important and intriguing (whatever
If you’re looking for the Lisbon of old,
your age) collection of horse drawn carriages
head for Alfama. Lisbon’s most historic and
in the world beneath its opulent frescoed
arguably most charming neighbourhood. Life
ceilings. With a sleek rooftop terrace
in Lisbon was once almost totally confined to
offering pinch-yourself views of the whole
these labyrinthine streets and it continues to
city, not to mention a hefty world-class
cram the best bits into its boundaries, from
collection of contemporary art inside, the
‘MAAT’ Museum of Art, Architecture and
the best view of the city from Miradouro de

The Padrão dos Descobrimentos

Belém Tower

Bordalo II street art

Santa Luzia to some of the best performances
of traditional fado music at Mesa de Frades;
the azulejo-heavy chapel-turned-restaurant
is known for attracting local fadistas for
impromptu performances. High atop
Alfama’s streets sits São Jorge Castle and
while it’s an uphill walk to reach it, you can
explore the age-old Portuguese seat of power
safe in the knowledge that you’ll be taking
the easy route down; the iconic Tram 28
chugs along the cobbles round these parts,
transporting both locals and tourists with
tired legs back down to sea level. It’s worth
noting that while the tram has become an
attraction, it is merely a mode of transport
for locals, so try and time your ride outside
of peak commuter times if you can.

Lisbon tram
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REGULARS
TUCK IN…

T

HERE’S NOT A lot to the palm-sized

pasteis de nata and they aren’t
especially attractive to look at. But
the moment that creamy butter-yellow
custard hits your lips and the warm pastry
flakes between your fingers, it’s clear that
they’re worth every last calorie. Bedecked
in blue and white tiles, Pasteis de Belém
is considered the last word on the Lisbon
signature. There’s table service inside but
we’d rather pay our €1.10 for a tart to
takeaway and indulge in the peaceful Praça
do Império gardens nearby.
Now, while Pasteis de Belém might be
the best-known purveyor of pastries
in Portugal, it is by no means the only
one. You’ll see pasteis de nata in the
windows of bakeries around the city and
– controversially – we’d go so far as to
say that they are as good as, if not better
than, the famous versions, plus you’ll be
supporting a local business when you buy
one.

El Clandestino

for casual dining, try TimeOut Lisboa, in
the Case du Sodré neighbourhood. The
historic market hall has been reinvented by
the editors behind Time Out Portugal to
bring together some of the city’s biggest
culinary success stories under one roof.
With 24 restaurants, 8 bars and a dozen
shops, the concept was so successful that
it's now being recreated by Time Out
around the world.
Lisbon has an appetite for more formal
affairs too. Dine on Mexican-Peruvian
fusion food at El Clandestino, a restaurant
that ranks high on ‘best in the city’ lists
with ceviches and tacos that aren’t just
your average Mexican fayre. Also in the
Principe Real neighbourhood, a ten-minute

With so much
choice when
it comes to
evening eats,
having eyes
bigger than your
belly is a real risk
when in Lisbon

A Cevicheria

While Nando’s may have put Portuguese
chicken on the map, it is a humble pork
sandwich from Nova Pombalina that has
become the city’s true signature savoury
dish. Roast suckling pig stuffed in a crusty
roll with crackling and gravy sees locals
line up around the block come lunchtime;
always the sign of a hidden gem.
With so much choice when it comes to
evening eats, having eyes bigger than your
belly is a real risk when in Lisbon. Praça
do Comércio is an obvious choice with
rows of festoon-lit restaurants close to the
port, but in a city where great food doesn’t
come with a price tag to match, the usual
suspects are by no means your only option.
If the city of seven hills has you desperate
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Pasteis de nata

taxi from the port, is A Cevicheria. Chef
Kiko Martins honed his skills in world-class
restaurants including Eleven in New York
and Heston Blumenthal’s The Fat Duck
here in the UK before setting up shop in
Lisbon. Now he scours the Portuguese
markets for the freshest fish each morning,
before serving it up to diners beneath a
giant octopus sculpture.
And finally, if it’s hearty Portuguese
dishes in the company of locals you’re
after, skip past Rossio’s tourist favourites
to A Provinciana. This traditional tasca is
family-run and feels it; friendly, laidback
and with a meat-heavy menu that will
leave you with change from a twenty,
wine included.

Rio Maravilha

DRINK UP…

P

AINT THE TOWN…PINK? It was once

Lisbon’s gritty – some might even say
grotty – underbelly and Pink Street
has a history as colourful as its name. The
city’s proximity to the sea brought with it a
steady stream of sailors seeking to address
their vices the minute their feet touched
land. It was to Rua Nova do Carvalho
they headed, lured by beer and brothels
in abundance. However, that was years
ago, and Lisbon’s red-light district has
since been painted pink, many of its bars
becoming quirky cafes and its most famous
brothel turning into a bar; Pensão Amor
roughly translates as ‘Love House’ but
while its name is a nod to its risqué past,
today the bar is more tongue in cheek than
trashy. It’s a must visit if you’re in town.

bridge in Europe as you enjoy a
cocktail or two. The Ponte 25 de
Abril bridge is a dead ringer for
San Francisco’s Golden Gate
and Rio Maravilha is as hip
as any bar you’d expect to
find beneath its Californian
counterpart. Come here for
the Portuguese cuisine and
River Tagus views during
the day, but come back
for cocktails when the
sun goes down; they’re
the best in Lisbon bar
none, according to
the locals.

The Ponte 25 de
Abril bridge is a
dead ringer for
San Francisco’s
Golden Gate

It isn’t a city guide without a rooftop bar
recommendation, especially when you’ll be
taking in views of the longest suspension

TAKE ME THERE

NO
FLY

MEDITERRANEAN CITIES
Independence of the Seas
1 Jun 2019 - 14 nights
Southampton, Gibraltar, Cannes,
Barcelona, Valencia, Malaga,
Lisbon (overnight in port), Vigo, Southampton
FARES FROM PP

£1,252

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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REDUCED FARES
+ ALL AMENITIES INCLUDED
AIRFARE

UP TO 8 SHORE
EXCURSIONS

BEVERAGE
PACKAGE

UP TO US $800 PER CABIN INTERNET
SHIPBOARD CREDIT

FREE
GRATUITIES

THE OCEANIA CRUISES EXPERIENCE
Each of our voyages is an invitation to discover your next travel story and reignite your passions.
Experience faraway places that you have always dreamed of. Encounter new ways of looking at
the world and travel to the far corners of the globe. Savour your experience with imaginative
insider tours that immerse you in the heart of the destination’s culinary and cultural traditions.
Thousands of reasons – one passion. There are as many reasons to travel as there are travellers in
this world. It’s your turn to embrace your passion for travel with Oceania Cruises.

OceaniaNEXT
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THE RE-INSPIRATION OF CLASSIC ELEGANCE
Regatta, Insignia, Nautica and Sirena essentially will become
four new ships in a re-inspiration process without peer.
Every surface of every suite and stateroom will be entirely
new, while in the public spaces, a refreshed colour palette
of soft sea and sky tones will surround a tasteful renewal
of fabrics, furnishings and lighting fixtures that exquisitely
encompasses the inimitable style and comfort of Oceania.

*OLife Ultimate offers and fares are valid on select dates until sail date or until sold out. All fares are per person based on double occupancy (unless otherwise noted), for new
bookings only, subject to availability and may be withdrawn at any time. For current pricing visit bolsovercruiseclub.com. OLife Choice amenities are per stateroom, based on double
occupancy and subject to change. Free gratuities are available on select sailings and valid for bookings made on select categories and do not apply to service charges relating to
private dining, spa treatments or alcoholic beverages which will incur a compulsory service fee (approx. 18%). Free Internet is one per stateroom; Owner’s, Vista & Oceania Suites
receive access for two devices per suite. OLife Choice Free Shore Excursions vary by voyage and exclude Oceania Select, Oceania Exclusive, Executive Collection, Food & Wine Trails,
Wellness and Culinary Discovery Tours. Voyages up to 9 days receive 4 free excursions; 10-13 days receive 6 free excursions; 14+ days receive 8 free excursions. If shore excursion

WAVES OF
LIBERTY

EUROPEAN
RHAPSODY

REGAL
RIVIERA

– FREE Gratuities, FREE 8 Shore
Excursions, FREE House Beverage Package &
FREE $800 On Board Credit

– FREE Gratuities, FREE 6 Shore
Excursions, FREE House Beverage Package &
FREE $600 On Board Credit

– FREE Gratuities, FREE 6 Shore
Excursions, FREE House Beverage Package &
FREE $600 On Board Credit

19 June 2019 / Insignia / 23 Nights

15 July 2019 / Sirena / 10 Nights

2 August 2019 / Riviera / 12 Nights

Southampton, Liverpool, Belfast, Dublin, Cork, St Johns, Sydney,
Halifax, Saint John (Bay of Fundy), New York,
St George (o/night in port), Miami, fly to London

Fly from/to London, Rome (Civitavecchia), Florence/Pisa/Tuscany
(Livorno), Cinque Terra (La Spezia), Calvi (Corsica), Portofino, Monte
Carlo, Antibes, Provence (Marseilles), Palma de Mallorca,
Valencia, Barcelona

Fly from/to London, Barcelona, Ibiza, Palma de Mallorca,
Provence (Marseilles), Saint Tropez, Monte Carlo, Portofino,
Florence/Pisa/Tuscany (Livorno, o/night in port), Taormina (Sicily),
Sorrento/Capri, Rome (Civitavecchia)

Veranda from £5,765pp

Veranda from £3,021pp

Veranda from £3,809pp

INSPIRING
ITALY

PANORAMIC
AWE OF
MEDITERRANEAN AMERICA

– FREE Gratuities, FREE 6 Shore
Excursions, FREE House Beverage Package &
FREE $600 On Board Credit

– FREE Gratuities, FREE 4 Shore
Excursions, FREE House Beverage Package &
FREE $400 On Board Credit

– FREE Gratuities, FREE 8 Shore
Excursions, FREE House Beverage Package &
FREE $800 On Board Credit

6 August 2019 / Sirena / 10 Nights

16 August 2019 / Sirena / 7 Nights

10 September 2019 / Insignia / 19 Nights

Fly from/to London, Venice (o/night in port), Umbria (Ancona),
Bari, Crotone (Calabria), Taormina (Sicily), Amalfi/Positano,
Rome (Civitavecchia), Portoferraio (Elba), Portofino, Monte Carlo

Fly from/to London, Monte Carlo, Antibes, Toulon, Mahon
(Menorca), Ajaccio (Corsica), Portofino, Porto Santo Stefano,
Rome (Civitavecchia)

Fly from/to London, Montreal (overnight hotel stay),
Trois-Rivieres, Quebec City, Saguenay, Charlottetown,
Sydney (Nova Scotia), Halifax, Bar Harbor, Boston,
New York (o/night in port), St Georges (o/night in port), Miami

Ocean View from £4,765pp
Penthouse from £8,635pp

Ocean View from £2,399pp

SOLD OUTpp
Penthouse from £4,175pp

Veranda from

Ocean View from £2,366pp
Penthouse from £4,143pp

Ocean View from £1,685pp
Veranda from £2,272pp

Penthouse from £3,062pp

amenity is selected, all excursions must be chosen at least 14 days prior to sailing. OLife Choice Beverage Package amenity is House Select and is one per full-fare paying
adult of 21 years of age or older with a maximum of two per stateroom. Free Shipboard Credit is one per stateroom, based on double occupancy and subject to change.
Guests in the same stateroom must choose the same OLife Choice amenity. Not all promotions are combinable. Oceania Cruises reserves the right to correct errors or
omissions and to change any and all fares, fees, offers and surcharges at any time. Free Internet usage is subject to time and data limitations; Internet usage fees may apply.
Airfare programme is limited to flights originating or terminating in London, regional connections are available at additional cost. Complete Terms and Conditions may be
found in the Guest Ticket Contract.

Ocean View from £4,475pp
Penthouse from £5,141pp

Ocean View from £3,745pp
Veranda from £4,985pp

Penthouse from £7,545pp

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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SAVOUR THE WORLD WITH THE FINEST CUISINE AT SEA™ ABOARD OUR INTIMATE AND LUXURIOUS SHIPS

Our commitment to cuisine shines in our artisanal ingredients and our array of gourmet
restaurants, but truly comes to life with our passionate chefs who craft each recipe from the heart.
includes:

Airfare & Internet*
FREE Gratuities
FREE Shore Excursions
FREE Beverage Package
FREE Shipboard Credit

Amenities are per stateroom

The Finest Cuisine at Sea™
A variety of distinctive open-seating restaurants
First hands-on cooking school at sea, “The Culinary Center”
Destination immersion with over 450 destinations worldwide
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Engaging Culinary Discovery Tours™
Exceptional personalised service
Elegant casual ambiance, no jacket or tie required
Intimate, luxurious ships catering to 684 or 1,250 guests

*OLife Ultimate offers and fares are valid on select dates until sail date or until sold out. All fares are per person based on double occupancy (unless otherwise noted), for new
bookings only, subject to availability and may be withdrawn at any time. For current pricing visit bolsovercruiseclub.com. OLife Choice amenities are per stateroom, based on double
occupancy and subject to change. Free gratuities are available on select sailings and valid for bookings made on select categories and do not apply to service charges relating to
private dining, spa treatments or alcoholic beverages which will incur a compulsory service fee (approx. 18%). Free Internet is one per stateroom; Owner’s, Vista & Oceania Suites
receive access for two devices per suite. OLife Choice Free Shore Excursions vary by voyage and exclude Oceania Select, Oceania Exclusive, Executive Collection, Food & Wine Trails,
Wellness and Culinary Discovery Tours. Voyages up to 9 days receive 4 free excursions; 10-13 days receive 6 free excursions; 14+ days receive 8 free excursions. If shore excursion

RENAISSANCE &
RETREATS

CANARIES &
CATHEDRALS

COSMOPOLITAN
HAVENS

– FREE Gratuities, FREE 4 Shore
Excursions, FREE House Beverage Package &
FREE $400 on board credit

– FREE Gratuities, FREE 6 Shore
Excursions, FREE House Beverage Package &
FREE $600 On Board Credit

– FREE Gratuities, FREE 4 Shore
Excursions, FREE House Beverage Package &
FREE $400 On Board Credit

12 September 2019 / Sirena / 7 Nights

19 September 2019 / Sirena / 12 Nights

4 November 2019 / Marina / 7 Nights

Fly from/to London, Monte Carlo (o/night in port), Antibes,
Portofino, Florence/Pisa/Tuscany (Livorno), Ajaccio (Corsica),
Palma de Mallorca, Valencia, Barcelona

Fly from/to London, Barcelona, Alicante, Granada (Motril), Arrecife
(Lanzarote), Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Las Palmas de Gran Canaria,
Tangier, Cartagena, Monte Carlo, Rome (Civitavecchia)

Fly from/to London, Rome (Civitavecchia), Florence/Pisa/
Tuscany (Livorno), Ajaccio (Corsica), Palma de Mallorca, Valencia,
Barcelona, Provence (Marseilles), Monte Carlo

Ocean View from £1,594pp

Ocean View from £2,957pp

Ocean View from SOLD

Penthouse from £5,189pp

Penthouse from £2,374pp

Veranda from £2,189pp

Veranda from £3,866pp

ITALIAN
SPOTLIGHT

MEDITERRANEAN PACIFIC
CROSSROADS
WANDERLUST

– FREE Gratuities, FREE 6 Shore
Excursions, FREE House Beverage Package &
FREE $600 On Board Credit

– FREE Gratuities, FREE 6 Shore
Excursions, FREE House Beverage Package &
FREE $600 On Board Credit

7 November 2019 / Nautica / 10 Nights

11 November 2019 / Marina / 12 Nights 13 April 2020 / Regatta / 20 Nights

Fly from/to London, Venice, Umbria (Ancona), Dubrovnik, Tirana
(Durres), Corfu, Messina (Sicily), Naples/Pompeii, Gaeta,
Florence/Pisa/Tuscany (Livorno, o/night in port),
Rome (Civitavecchia)

Fly from/to London, Monte Carlo, Florence/Pisa/Tuscany (Livorno),
Rome (Civitavecchia), Sorrento/Capri, Heraklion (Crete), Santorini,
Athens (Piraeus), Valletta, Palma de Mallorca, Barcelona

Fly from/to London, Papeete (Tahiti) (overnight hotel stay), Bora
Bora, Rangiroa, Nuku Hiva, Hilo, Kahului, Honolulu, Nawiliwili,
San Francisco

Veranda from £2,505pp

Ocean View from SOLD

Veranda from £2,795pp

Ocean View from SOLD

Penthouse from £2,979pp

Ocean View from £1,965pp
Penthouse from £3,515pp

OUT

Penthouse from £4,105pp

amenity is selected, all excursions must be chosen at least 14 days prior to sailing. OLife Choice Beverage Package amenity is House Select and is one per full-fare paying
adult of 21 years of age or older with a maximum of two per stateroom. Free Shipboard Credit is one per stateroom, based on double occupancy and subject to change.
Guests in the same stateroom must choose the same OLife Choice amenity. Not all promotions are combinable. Oceania Cruises reserves the right to correct errors or
omissions and to change any and all fares, fees, offers and surcharges at any time. Free Internet usage is subject to time and data limitations; Internet usage fees may apply.
Airfare programme is limited to flights originating or terminating in London, regional connections are available at additional cost. Complete Terms and Conditions may be
found in the Guest Ticket Contract.

Veranda from £1,681pp

OUT

– FREE Gratuities, FREE 8 Shore
Excursions, FREE House Beverage Package &
FREE $800 On Board Credit

Veranda from £4,955pp

OUT

Penthouse from £6,505pp
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BOOK YOUR
RIVIERA TRAVEL
RIVER CRUISE

Everything you need is included
Fascinating tours and excursions with
expert guides and tour managers
The services of an experienced cruise
director and tour manager
Return flight or Eurostar from London
St Pancras*. Flights from UK airports
and UK rail connections available
(supplements may apply)

Spacious and beautifully appointed
suites or cabins with hotel-style beds
and river views
All meals on board including welcome
cocktails, a welcome dinner and the
Captain’s Dinner
Complimentary on-board tea, coffee
and Wi-Fi
*On selected cruises
The 5-star MS Jane Austen

MS Emily Brontë – Deluxe Balcony Suite
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THE BLUE DANUBE –
VIENNA, BUDAPEST & SALZBURG
Eight days from only £1,199PP
Unwind on a magical river cruise and enjoy an
escorted tour to imperial Budapest, the Pearl of the
Danube. See Bratislava, Esztergom, Melk, Salzburg
and unforgettable Vienna along the course of
Eastern Europe’s mightiest river.
• Guided tour of Vienna, city of Strauss and home
of the Habsburgs
Lucerne

RHINE CRUISE TO SWITZERLAND
Eight days from only £1,469PP
Welcome aboard your first class river cruise ship,
your luxury, floating hotel for the next seven nights.
From the exceptional full-board cuisine to the
luxurious cabins and suites, you will quickly relax as
you journey south from Cologne through the Rhine
Valley to magnificent Switzerland.
• Explore medieval Koblenz
• Visit the pretty, romantic town of Rüdesheim –
centre of the Rhineland wine trade

• Live classical quartet recital on board
• Visit baroque Bratislava, capital of Slovakia
• Cruise through scenic Wachau, Austria’s
premier wine region
• Visit Melk Abbey, central Europe’s most
spectacular baroque monastery
• Visit medieval Dürnstein, where Richard the
Lionheart was imprisoned
• Tour of Salzburg, birthplace of Mozart
• Explore the amazing basilica at Esztergom
• Tour of Budapest, Pearl of the Danube
Departures from April to October 2019

• Cruise through the spectacular Rhine Gorge

THE DOURO, PORTO & SALAMANCA
Eight days from only £1,199PP
Explore what is possibly Europe’s most
undiscovered river through the stunning Douro
Valley. Cruise through port wine territory, where
lush hillsides have given way to a patterned
landscape of terraced vineyards. Discover some
of the Douro Valley and Iberia’s most charming
villages, age-old traditions and wonderful cuisine.
• Guided tour of Porto with visit to port wine
cellars
• Scenic cruising through the picturesque Douro
Valley with its dramatic cliffs and vineyards
• Enjoy a full day excursion to Salamanca with
guided tour and flamenco show

• Enjoy an evening in Speyer
• Guided tour of Strasbourg

• Tour of the medieval village of Castelo Rodrigo

• Visit to the old walled town of Breisach

• Traditional music recital with dance display

• Tour of the beautiful Black Forest and lakeside
town of Titisee

• Guided tour of Mateus Palace and gardens
• Enjoy dinner at a typical Portuguese quinta

• Tour of some of the finest Swiss Alpine scenery,
seeing the Jungfrau, the Eiger and the stunning
lakeside town of Lucerne
Departures from April to October 2019

The Douro Valley

• Visit the picturesque town of Lamego and its
Sanctuary of Our Lady of Remedies church
Budapest

Departures from April to November 2019

BUDAPEST TO THE BLACK SEA –
GEMS OF EASTERN EUROPE
Fifteen days from only £2,849PP
On this incredible journey through the Balkans,
discover extraordinary scenery, and explore the
architectural and cultural heritage of towns and
cities that are steeped in history and tradition.
Pont du Gard

• See Kalocsa Cathedral, the Archbishop’s Palace
and Paprika Museum
• Guided tour of historic Pecs and Budapest

BURGUNDY, THE RIVER RHÔNE &
PROVENCE

• Take a scenic drive to the spectacular rock
formations at Belogradchik and into the ‘Puszta’

Eight days from only £1,499PP

• Tour the historic city of Belgrade

From the lush green vineyards of Burgundy to the
sun-kissed hills of Provence and the wild ruggedness
of the Ardèche Gorges to the medieval allure of
Avignon - on this truly enthralling cruise every day
is full of fascination.
• Visit to Beaune, centre of the Burgundy wine
region, plus a wine tasting
• Cruise the spectacular Rhône Valley
• Guided tour of Lyon, second city of France and
its gastronomic capital

• Cruise through the Iron Gates Gorge
• Visit Pleven, the scene of a major battle during
the Russo-Turkish War
• Guided tour of Bucharest
• Visit the ancient Romanian port of Constanta
• Visit Lepenski Vir and Veliko Tarnovo
• Enjoy a guided tour of cosmopolitan Novi Sad
Departures from April to September 2019

• Visit to charming Vienne
•

ENCHANTING RHINE
& YULETIDE MARKETS
Five days from only £579PP
Discover the magical ambience of Germany’s
traditional Christmas markets with their host
of unique, inspired gift ideas, plus the stunning
Rhineland in its wintry splendour.
• Enjoy a guided tour of Bonn and explore its
traditional Yuletide market
• Cruise through the spectacular, world-famous
Rhine Gorge in all its wintry glory

Tour of the astonishing Ardèche Gorges

• Guided tour of Arles, with its extraordinary
Roman remains and home of Vincent Van Gogh

• Discover historic Koblenz on a guided tour,
dramatically situated at the confluence of the
Rhine and Moselle Rivers

• Visit to the Pont du Gard
•

Cologne

• Soak up the magical ambience of Cologne and
explore its seven superb markets

Tour of superbly preserved, medieval Avignon
and the stunning Pope’s Palace

• Visit the charming wine town of Rüdesheim and
its picture-perfect Christmas market

Departures April to October 2019
Constanta

Departures in December 2019
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Now All Inclusive!
Three 2019 Spirit of Discovery cruises
Experience a taste of luxury aboard this
spectacular new boutique ship
Saga has just made three 2019 Spirit of Discovery cruises All Inclusive!
So now you can experience their luxury boutique cruise ship in her
inaugural year with unlimited on-board drinks. When you consider
everything that’s included as standard, the value is amazing.
Every Spirit of Discovery cruise includes…
• A return chauffeur service up to 250 miles from the port
• A cabin with a balcony
• Speciality dining in a choice of restaurants
• 24-hour room service
• All on-board gratuities
• Free Wi-Fi
• Porterage at the port
Optional travel insurance
and more

^Saving is the difference between the full fare cabin price and current discounted cabin price for two people sharing a B grade cabin on Spanish Islands of the Atlantic, a D grade
cabin on Roman Italy and Sardinia and a C grade cabin on Fairy Tale of New York. These fares include any further offers. Fare per person, based on the lowest available balcony
cabin grade. Please call for full details. All fares correct at time of going to print and subject to availability and change. They include optional travel insurance underwritten by
Great Lakes Insurance SE, UK Branch, and additional cancellation rights, or a reduction if not required. Cover is subject to medical questions – call for details.
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Plus, on these three cruises…
Unlimited on-board drinks

SAVE OVER £2700 PER CABIN^

SAVE OVER £2200 PER CABIN^

SAVE OVER £7000 PER CABIN^

Spanish Islands
of the Atlantic

Roman Italy
and Sardinia

Fairy Tale
of New York

4 November 2019
aboard Spirit of Discovery

18 November 2019
aboard Spirit of Discovery

5 December 2019
aboard Spirit of Discovery

ALL INCLUSIVE

ALL INCLUSIVE

ALL INCLUSIVE

14 nights from £3780pp

16 nights from £3985pp

35 nights from £8999pp

Calling at… Southampton, England
• Lisbon, Portugal • Funchal, Madeira
• Santa Cruz, Tenerife • Santa
Cruz, La Palma • San Sebastian,
La Gomera • Puerto del Rosario,
Fuerteventura • La Coruña, Spain
• Southampton, England.

Calling at… Southampton, England
• Malaga, Spain • Porto Torres, Sardinia
• Piombino (for Pisa), Italy • Civitavecchia
(for Rome), Italy • Salerno, Italy • Gibraltar
• Ferrol (for Santiago de Compostela),
Spain • Southampton, England.

Calling at… Southampton, England
• Funchal, Madeira • Bridgetown,
Barbados • Portsmouth, Dominica
• Philipsburg, St Maarten • San Juan,
Puerto Rico • Cruising past the
Domincan Republic and North Cuba
• Key West, USA • Miami, USA
• Port Canaveral, USA • Norfolk, USA
• New York, USA • St George, Bermuda
• Southampton, England.

Cruise code: SD013

Cruise code: SD014

Cruise code: SD015

This is not a brochure, terms and conditions apply. Saga’s holidays and cruises are exclusively for the over 50s (but a travelling companion can be 40+) Saga Holidays is a trading name of ST&H Ltd
(registration no. 2174052). ST&H Ltd and Saga Cruises Ltd (registration no. 3267858) are subsidiaries of ST&H Group Ltd (registration no. 0720588). All three companies are registered in England and
Wales. Registered Office: Enbrook Park, Sandgate, Folkestone, Kent CT20 3SE. With respect to general insurance products sold in the UK, ST&H Ltd is an appointed representative of Saga Services
Limited, registered in England and Wales (company no. 732602), which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority NTA-SC1460.
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Experience a brand-new
European River Ship in 2020.

A river cruise with APT is the most relaxing and stylish way to discover Europe’s waterways. Enjoy ever-changing views,
exceptional dining and stylish surroundings aboard your river ship. On shore, enjoy carefully-crafted excursions led
by local guides who will bring the history and culture of each destination to life.

BRAND-NEW

Contemporary River Ship
Setting sail for the very first time in 2020, APT are
excited to welcome you aboard a brand-new
contemporary river ship. This stylish vessel
features modern decor as well as a host of
spacious public areas.

So much is included:
Excursions & local experiences

Prepare to be wowed by the ship’s state-of-the-art
facilities, including Sun Deck with heated
whirlpool, roof top Garden Terrace and bar, Vista
Lounge that opens out to a spacious verandah and
the relaxed pub atmosphere of McGeary’s Bar.

SAVE
up to

£1,000*

per person

Artist Impression

European Gems
15 Day Essential river cruise | Amsterdam to Budapest
Taking in 5 countries along the Rhine, Main and Danube rivers, you’ll enjoy a variety
of experiences as well as ample free time to discover at your own pace.
15 days from only

£2,295* per person

14 night cruise on a brand
new contemporary river ship
Return flights from the UK
All tipping and port charges
Overseas transfers
On board dining
Complimentary soft drinks,
beer and local wine with
lunch and dinner on board
Travelmarvel Cruise Director
& local guides
Entertainment &
Activities Coordinator

Departures from April to October 2020

EUROPE | RUSSIA | VIETNAM & CAMBODIA | CHINA
‘‘River cruising is the best and easiest
way to explore. Unpack and relax.’’
6781

ABTA No.V9080
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*Essential river cruises are operated by Travelmarvel, part of the APT Travel Group. *Price is per person, twin share and includes saving where applicable. Valid
on new bookings made by 30 April 2019. Subject to availability and may be withdrawn at any time. Solo supplements apply. Price based on travel in E
cabin on 3 April 2020. A non-refundable deposit of £500 per person is due within 7 days of booking, full payment due 100 days prior to departure. Prices
correct at time of publication. See APT 2020 River Cruising brochure for full details. UK1392
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MORE TIME ASHORE See the sights during the day and experience the nightlife
after dark with late night (9pm or later), or overnight calls.
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Pricing includes the flight discount of up to £400pp dependent on the cruise selected.
2019, and
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to cruises
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theupflight
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upper
berth
passengers
receive
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Onboard
Credit of
to $500
per couple
on Suite
bookings
are 14 night duration or more.
Onboard Credit may be used on a single cruise, is non refundable, no cash alternative will be offered and expires at the end of that cruise. £50pp low deposit applies to
all passengers. Offer is available from 1st March - 30th April 2019, and applies to cruises in this campaign only.
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INTRODUCING WESLEY DUNLOP

CAPTAIN OF IONA

FEATURE
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P&O Cruises fans meet
Wesley Dunlop, the man
set to take the helm of
Iona - the most exciting
cruise ship ever built
specifically for the British
market. Where will he
take you next year?

Q. What is your background and
how has your career led you to
where you are now?

Q. What is your experience with
P&O Cruises and what are you
doing now?

A. I began my seafaring career in 1998 and
secured a position as a cadet with Airtours
Sun Cruises, who operated a fleet of small
cruise ships for the British holiday market. I
progressed through the ranks to chief officer
and was then offered a position with Saga
Cruises. I obtained my boatmasters’ license
in 2006 and was rapidly promoted to deputy
captain at the age of 27. I obtained my first
command with Saga at the age of just 30 (the
youngest ever in the industry, I believe) and
went on to captain all the ships within their
fleet. However, when the opportunity came
to interview for P&O Cruises, I jumped at
the chance, and following a rigorous process
I was delighted to be offered the position as
captain and haven’t looked back since.

A. Following my appointment within
the company I was assigned command
of Aurora, a beautiful ship and firm
favourite within the fleet. For two years
I sailed Norway, the Mediterranean, the
Canary Islands, the Baltic, America and
Canada. I was also captain for her 2017
World Cruise, which was one of my career
highlights. At the end of 2017 I was
delighted to discover I had been chosen to
command Britannia, and what an absolute
honour it has been.
Q. What makes working on a P&O
Cruises ship different to other
ships you’ve worked on before?
A. There are so many differences, and
each one positive. I love the diversity
we have within the fleet, not only the
ships themselves and their sizes but also
the varied itineraries we offer – there’s
something for everyone. The experience
we offer is something I’m extremely proud
of too. At the heart it is quintessentially
British: I love the fact that in this modern,
ever-changing world, the moment I step
on board our ships I feel like I’m returning
home. I believe this rubs off on our
guests, too. We maintain all the classic
aspects of cruising, from Afternoon Tea
to our formal evenings and Gala Dinners,
but we’re also driving the experience
forward. For example, the introduction
of the show Astonishing from Stephen
Mulhern and Jonathan Wilkes has taken
our guests into the future of cruising and
elevated what is already an unforgettable
holiday experience. I’d also like to mention
the service offered by our amazingly
talented and hardworking crew on board
which is, in my mind, the best – not only
afloat but also ashore.
Q. When did you find out you’d
be working on Iona, and how do
you feel about it?

Iona SkyDome

A. I received a call from P&O Cruises
last April asking me if I’d like to take
command of our new ship in 2020, and
for someone who is rarely lost for words,
I don’t mind admitting that I was utterly
www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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FEATURE
between. Combine this with working
flabbergasted and did in fact ask if they’d
dialled the wrong number! Joking aside, it
with the finest crews afloat, on the
was without a doubt the proudest moment
most beautiful and innovative ships,
of my career to date and I’m still on cloud
and I genuinely wake up every morning
nine. To be at the helm of the largest,
and pinch myself. I can’t believe how
most innovative, most
fortunate I am.
environmentally friendly,
most stunningly beautiful
Q. What are you
cruise ship ever built for
most looking
the British market is the
forward to about
ultimate honour for
Iona?
Iona will help
any captain.
in creating
A. I can't wait to see the
unforgettable
Q. How does Iona
expressions on our guests’
compare to the other
holiday
faces when they step on
ships in the fleet?
happiness for
board Iona. With her
our guests
stunning design, beautiful
A. Iona is the result of the
vistas and all the facilities
‘best of the best’, from
she’ll offer, I just know
the naval architects, to the
they'll be saying ‘Wow, this
designers, to the team at the
is the life!’
shipyard and 180 years of
heritage will go into making
her the most exciting addition ever to the
British cruise industry and holiday market.
Q. How do you approach the task
of becoming a leader on board a
brand new ship?
A. Iona will no doubt bring its
challenges. The introduction of liquefied
natural gas (LNG) is a new step for us
all, but I’m relishing those challenges.
In the lead-up to her launch, my staff
and I will undergo a whole new set of
training programmes and will spend
many months in the shipyard gaining
the knowledge and experience needed to
operate our new ship.
Q. What will Iona offer guests?
A. Iona will help in creating unforgettable
holiday happiness for our guests. She’ll
cater for all ages – from the stunning
Grand Atrium, to the day-to-night magic
of SkyDome, to a huge variety of places to
dine; there’s truly something for everyone.
Q. What’s your favourite thing
about working at sea?
A. I absolutely adore my job. From a very
young age I always knew I wanted a job
where I could travel the world, and I’ve
been so lucky to have visited the four
corners and pretty much everywhere in
88
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Iona Balcony

Iona

TAKE ME THERE
CANARY ISLANDS

NO
FLY

Iona
14 Nov 2020 - 14 nights
Southampton, Lanzarote, Gran Canaria,
Tenerife, Funchal (Madeira), Cadiz (Seville),
Lisbon (overnight in port), Southampton
FARES FROM PP

£873

Vistas Café Bar
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Discover epic experiences in the summer of 2020
Destinations are yours to discover more deeply on your summer 2020
sojourn, when you adventure by sea and land with P&O Cruises. Revel
in the excitement of throwing open your curtains each morning to an
astounding new view – all yours to explore.
Get off the beaten track in Norway and Iceland, or the beguiling Baltic on
a Discovery cruise. Head out into hidden-gem destinations like the pretty
Icelandic fishing port of Isafjordur and the delightfully remote Arctic
archipelago of the Lofoten Islands.
Or, soak up grand to gloriously simple experiences on a Mediterranean
holiday with us. In Venice wander the gilded halls of the Doge’s Palace
and marvel at St Mark’s; whilst in Malaga revel in the atmosphere of an
authentic Andalusian Flamenco show.

Customers rate P&O Cruises

Powered by
Rating as of February 2019
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And let’s not forget 2020 spells incredible Iona’s maiden year venturing
to the Norwegian Fjords. At the heart of our new ship you’ll be able
to lap up choice, flexibility and the freedom to create your own onboard experiences; so you can rest and play your way, on a sensational
summer holiday to remember.
Wherever you choose to discover and indulge, with the gift of extra
on-board spending money on applicable Select Price holidays booked
by 29 April 2019*, you’re free to enjoy more. It offers the perfect
excuse to spoil yourself, and even try something a little different; from
once-in-a-lifetime excursions ashore, to luxury pampering treatments at
the spa - discover and indulge as you wish.

†Select Prices shown are per person based on two adults sharing the lowest available grade of Sea view cabin and are subject to availability. *Book an applicable Select
Price holiday and receive additional on-board spending money to spend during your cruise holiday. Amount varies by cabin and cruise duration. Applicable to new
Select Price bookings made by 29 April 2019 on selected cabin grades on applicable departures between 2 March 2019 and 24 October 2020. Offer is not applicable

New for 2019
More reasons to say ‘cheers’
P&O Cruises has created four new drinks packages that
offer unbeatable choice and value. Each is available on
any holiday of five nights or more and you can use your
package in all the restaurants, bars and cafés on board.
So, what’ll it be?

Great service comes as standard
On all P&O Cruises holidays departing from May 2019 the
daily discretionary Service Charge will not be expected or
requested, making your holiday all the more carefree.

EXCLUSIVELY
FOR ADULTS

EXCLUSIVELY
FOR ADULTS

Norway & Iceland

IONA G012 | 18 JUL 2020 | 7 NIGHTS

AURORA R013 | 19 JUL 2020 | 21 NIGHTS

ARCADIA J011 | 21 AUG 2020 | 16 NIGHTS

AURORA R016 | 30 AUG 2020 | 19 NIGHTS

Southampton - Stavanger - Olden
Cruise in Innvikfjorden - Cruise in
Nordfjord - Hellesylt  - Geiranger
Cruise in Geirangerfjord - Cruise in
Sunnylvsfjorden - Cruise in Storfjorden
Bergen - Southampton

Southampton - Kirkwall, Orkney Islands
Tórshavn, Faroe Islands - Grundarfjörður h
Reykjavik  - Isafjördur h - Akureyri t
Cruise in Eyjafjörður - Cruise by Hrísey
Island - Honningsvåg t - Sail by North
Cape - Alta - Tromsø - Leknes, Lofoten
Islands h - Kristiansund - Olden - Cruise
in Innvikfjorden - Cruise in Nordfjord
Southampton

Southampton - Skagen - Copenhagen
Gdańsk (tours from Gdynia) - Visby
St Petersburg  - Klaip˙da
e - Oslo
Cruise in Oslofjord - Kristiansand
Southampton

Southampton - Gibraltar - Messina, Sicily
Venice - Zadar - Dubrovnik t - Cagliari,
Sardinia - Malaga - Southampton

Sea view
Select Price from

Sea view
Select Price from

Sea view
Select Price from

Sea view
Select Price from

£899

†
per
person

WITH

£160

per cabin to
spend on board*

£3,999

WITH

†
per
person

£440

per cabin to
spend on board*

Baltic

EXCLUSIVELY
FOR ADULTS

Norwegian Fjords

£1,999

WITH

†
per
person

£330

per cabin to
spend on board*

Mediterranean

£2,499

WITH

†
per
person

£400

per cabin to
spend on board*

h land by tender t ship usually berthed alongside, but there is a possibility we may be required to land guests by tender evening in port  overnight in port  Hellesylt call to disembark guests on shore excursions only

to Inside cabins. For full T&Cs please visit www.pocruises.com. Prices and information correct at time of going to print. P&O Cruises is a trading name of Carnival plc, a company registered
in England and Wales with company number 04039524. Feefo rating 4.1 out of 5 based on 57,320 reviews as of 7 February 2019.
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THE NEW P&O CRUISES WINTER 2020-21
CRUISE COLLECTION ON SALE NOW
P&O Cruises offer more
departures from Southampton
than any other cruise line.
Their new season takes
everything you know and
love about the UK’s
favourite cruise line and
takes it up a notch.

There are 206 cruises to tempt you between September 2020 and
April 2021, including Iona’s maiden winter season to Spain, Portugal &
the Canary Islands and her Northern European City Escapes.
Oceana will return to Dubai & the Arabian Gulf and continue to offer
7 to 22-night itineraries. Her Christmas and New Year sailings with
New Year’s Eve spent overnight in Abu Dhabi, will offer spectacular
views of the fireworks over the city skyline.
There are more chances to soak up the Caribbean sun aboard Ventura
and Azura, plus four Northern Lights sailings for Aurora and Arcadia.
Aurora’s Grand Tour provides a 65-night exploration of South America
and the Caribbean, while Arcadia once again embarks on an epic 99-night
Western Circumnavigation World Cruise which includes two full days in
San Francisco, Auckland, Sydney, Hong Kong and Singapore, and not to
forget her Southern Hemisphere Journeys and Exotic fly-cruises.

WHY BOOK WITH US
As the UK’s leading independent agent for
P&O Cruises for 32 consecutive years, nobody knows
Britain’s favourite cruise line like we do.
Bolsover Cruise Club lead the way when it comes to securing your selected cruise
preferences and making sure you receive exceptional early booking offers,
including our Exclusive BONUS Cruise Club Cashback
when you book before 1 April 2019.
We have been a leading, award-winning travel agent for more than 50 years and our
Cruise Experts are the most knowledgeable in the industry. We’ve collectively spent over
15,000 nights at sea and have travelled far and wide. In short, when it comes to booking
your perfect P&O Cruises holiday, nobody does it better than Bolsover Cruise Club.
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IT PAYS TO BOOK EARLY.
HERE’S WHY...
There is no better feeling than knowing you have
a holiday on the horizon and you can get a great
deal when you plan ahead.
Book an applicable Select Price Winter 2020-21

What’s more, when you book any NEW Winter

P&O Cruises holiday with a 5% low deposit by

2020-21 sailing before 1 April 2019 you’ll

29 April 2019 and choose your FREE Select Price

also receive our Exclusive BONUS Cruise

benefit. Take your pick from FREE on-board

Club Cashback, in addition to your past or

spending money, car parking in Southampton or

newcomer passenger savings.

return coach transfers to/from Southampton.

Book early and you’ll also be able to rest easy,

Newcomers will receive a 5% saving on the NEW

knowing that your holiday is confirmed at

Winter 2020-21 Cruise Collection, while existing

today’s price and with all your cabin and

past guests will save a fantastic 10% when

dining preferences taken care of. With more

you book by 29 April 2019. Members of the

money in your pocket and more time to plan

Peninsular Club will receive an additional discount

the amazing ways you’ll spend your days,

of 5% on Peninsular Club cruises until departure.

booking ahead has never made more sense.

Choose one FREE Select Price Benefit:

ON-BOARD
SPEND

5%

COACH
TRANSFERS

CAR
PARKING

PLUS, your Early Booking Benefits on the
NEW Winter 2020-21 Cruise Collection:

10 %

5%

SAVING

SAVING

SAVING

For Newcomers when
booked by 29 Apr 2019

For Past guests when
booked by 29 Apr 2019

For Peninsular Members on
Peninsular Club cruises

5% LOW
DEPOSIT

REQUIRED

For new bookings when
booked by 29 Apr 2019

Great service
comes as standard

SAIL

FROM

£1

NO TIPPING

3rd & 4th guests travel from JUST £1
in a 4 berth cabin when booked by
29 Apr 2019
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LIVE
TWICE
You
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WORLD CRUISES 2021

PIONEERING WORLD FIRST
2021 WORLD CRUISES ARE ON SALE NOW
Silversea Cruises continues to push boundaries with the announcement of two pioneering World Cruises in 2021,
including the first ever Expedition World Cruise. Offering distinct sets of experiences and differing ways to discover our
planet, the two World Cruises will enable you to travel deeper into the world’s authentic beauty on your own terms, as
you cruise in superlative comfort.

The

uncharted
2021 EXPEDITION WORLD TOUR

30 JAN 2021 - SILVER CLOUD - 166 NIGHTS
VISTA SUITE FARES FROM PP

M

£77,000

arking the cruise line’s 10th year of
expedition travel, Silversea reveals the
2021 Expedition World Cruise, described as
the ‘uncharted world tour.’ Fully inclusive, the
expedition is unprecedented with regards
to the scope of immersive experiences on
offer: the itinerary is crafted to connect the
most rewarding travel experiences around
the planet. From Ushuaia to Tromsø, the
167-day voyage will call at 107 of the planet’s
most amazing destinations, in 30 must-visit
countries—including six new ports of call for
Silversea (Naxos, Folegandros, Nafpaktos,
Ksamil, Bejaïa, and Fort William).
This highly experiential expedition will
enable guests to engage with remote
destinations through hands-on exploration;
immersive shore excursions, which are

included; informative lectures from
Silversea’s Expedition Team; and featured
lectures from many world-class experts,
including the inspirational Felicity Aston
MBE—a recipient of the Polar Medal and
the first and only woman to cross Antarctica
alone—and Tim Severin—a world-renowned
explorer who has retraced the storied
journeys of Saint Brendan the Navigator,
Sindbad the Sailor, Jason and the Argonauts,
Ulysses, The First Crusade, and Genghis
Khan. Guests will enjoy a private dinner on
London Tower Bridge’s walkway, an exclusive
Viking feast in Kjarnaskogur Forest in Iceland,
and a number of other bespoke events
around the world. Moreover, for a segment
of this innovative World Cruise, Silversea’s
Senior Vice President of Expedition and
Destinations Experiences, Conrad Combrink,
will feature as Expedition Leader.

iconic destinations in Oceania—including
remote exploration stops in Vanuatu, the
Solomon Islands and Papua New Guinea—
precede guests’ arrival in Cairns, Australia,
which then leads to the Kimberley Coast.
Guests will subsequently unlock various
destinations in Indonesia, before arriving in
Singapore. Next, Silver Cloud will set sail for
Sumatra, Sri Lanka and Cochin, India, prior
to reaching Piraeus (Athens), Lisbon, and
Reykjavik. Part of an emphatic conclusion,
guests will then explore the highlights
of Iceland, ahead of calls in the Svalbard
Region and the voyage’s end in Tromsø,
Norway, on 16th July 2021.

Departing Ushuaia on 30th January 2021,
Silver Cloud will journey between Antarctica’s
highlight destinations, before setting course
for Chile’s Valparaiso via the Chilean Fjords.
Subsequently, guests will set sail for Papeete,
Tahiti, via Easter Island and the fabled
Pitcairn Island, before voyaging towards
Lautoka, Fiji. Calls in a number of other

• Business class air*
• Charter flight from Santiago to Ushuaia
• Bon Voyage reception and overnight
accommodation (pre-voyage)
• Private transfer from airport to hotel,
group transfer from hotel to pier and
private transfer post cruise from pier to
airport
• $2,000 onboard spending credit (per guest)
• Exclusive World Cruise events
• All excursions
• Special commemorative expedition gear
• Gifts
• Laundry service
• Unlimited Wi-Fi**
• Medical services
• Visa package***

WHAT’S INCLUDED

Expedition World Cruise 2021

* Available from selected gateways/countries.
** Limited internet access in Antarctica
*** F
 or USA, Canada, UK, Germany, Australia only
Fiji coral reefs
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The

finest
2021 WORLD TOUR

7 JAN 2021 - SILVER WHISPER - 149 NIGHTS
VISTA SUITE FARES FROM PP

F

£51,000

or connoisseurs of travel who wish to
get closer to the authentic beauty of
the world at a relaxed pace, enjoying the
opportunity to form deep connections and
savour experiences over time, the 2021
World Cruise beckons. Referred to as 'The
Finest World Tour,’ this 54-port, 150-day,
34-country itinerary will begin with the
departure of Silversea’s Silver Whisper from
Fort Lauderdale on 7th January 2021, and will
conclude in New York on 6th June 2021.
In addition to many of the benefits that will
enrich the Expedition World Cruise 2021,
guests on this voyage will enjoy two new
Silversea initiatives: Dine Around Town, which
will offer guests the chance to indulge in a
‘meal on us’ at fine restaurants in their choice
of two of four cities, with bespoke menus
and wine pairings; and Your Day Your Way,

which will enable travellers to travel deeper
on their own or with friends, accompanied by
English-speaking guides. Also, as part of a
rich schedule of bespoke events, guests will
enjoy a traditional Venetian masquerade ball
in the lagoon city and a glamorous night at
the races in Hong Kong.
Silver Whisper will depart Fort Lauderdale,
before unlocking many remarkable
destinations for guests in Central America.
After transiting the Panama Canal, guests
will reach Callao (Lima), before enjoying the
delights of Easter Island and various other
highlights of the South Pacific Region, and
subsequently arriving in Auckland. From
New Zealand, the World Cruise will continue
onto Sydney, Brisbane, Cairns and Darwin,
before reaching Benoa in Bali. Various stops
throughout the Philippines, Taiwan and South
Korea precede the ship’s arrival in Tokyo.
After Kagoshima, guests will travel to the
iconic destinations of Asia: Shanghai, Hong
Kong, Ho Chi Minh City, Singapore, Yangon,
Colombo, and Mumbai. Silversea’s guests will
next set sail for Piraeus (Athens) and Lisbon,
before crossing the Atlantic Ocean on the
ultimate stretch of the World Cruise 2021 to
New York.

WHAT’S INCLUDED
The Finest World Cruise 2021
• Business class air*
• Bon Voyage reception, dinner and
overnight accommodation (pre-voyage)
• Private transfer from airport to hotel,
group transfer from hotel to pier and
private transfer post cruise from pier to
airport
• $2,000 onboard spending credit (per guest)
• Exclusive World Cruise events
• Bespoke Silversea experiences (“Dine
Around Town" and "Your Day Your Way”)
• Special commemorative gifts
• Silver Shore Baggage Valet between home
and ship in Fort Lauderdale and New York
(up to 2 bags, 22kg each, per guest)
• Laundry service
• Unlimited Wi-Fi
• Medical services
• Visa package**
* Available from selected gateways/countries.
**For USA, Canada, UK, Germany, Australia only

Venetian masquerade ball

Hong Kong

ABOARD SILVERSEA SHIPS, guests
enjoy ocean-view suites, sumptuous
cuisine, and the attentive service of
a butler. Enriching the experience
are such all-inclusive amenities as
complimentary premium wines and

spirits, speciality coffees, bottled
water, juices and soft drinks served
throughout the ship; an in-suite bar,
stocked with guests' preferences;
in-suite 24-hour dining; and unlimited
complimentary Wi-Fi.

Throughout both World Cruises in
2021, guests will also benefit from a
complimentary laundry service; medical
service; and an inclusive visa package for
nationals of the USA, Canada, UK, Germany
and Australia.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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7 - N I G H T A D R I AT I C
& GREEK ISLES

SEABOURN ODYSSEY
29 JUN, 27 JUL, 24 AUG*, 21 SEP 2019

Our Mediterranean

Venice: Vodice (Croatia), Kotor (Montenegro),
Corfu (Greece), Sami, Gythion (Sparta &
Mystras), Nafplion, Piraeus (Athens)
Cruise from £3,499pp
Fly-cruise from £3,949pp
*Lead Fares based on 24/08/2019

7 - N I G H T A L L U R I N G I TA LY
& RIVIERA
SEABOURN ENCORE
18 JUL*; 22 AUG, 26 SEP 2019

Civitavecchia (Rome): Livorno (Florence/
Pisa), Portofino, Frejus (France), Bandol,
Palamos (Spain), Palma de Mallorca,
Barcelona
Cruise from £3,499pp
Fly-cruise from £3,849pp
*Lead Fares based on 18/07/2019

1 1 - N I G H T S PA N I S H M A G I C
& MOROCCO
SEABOURN ENCORE
25 JUL; 29 AUG* 2019

Cruising with Seabourn is unlike any other form of travel.
The experience is luxurious, yet relaxed … elegant, yet casual …
sumptuous, yet understated. Enjoy a perfect blend of elegance,
impeccable service, exquisite cuisine and highly personalised destination
experiences as you visit renaissance palazzos, riviera resorts and
gorgeous Greek Islands

Barcelona: Valencia (Spain), Cadiz (Seville),
Portimao (Portugal), Tangier (Morocco),
Malaga (Granada), Cartagena (Murcia), Ibiza,
Cavailaire-sur-Mer (France), Monte Carlo
Cruise from £5,299pp
Fly-cruise from £5,599pp
*Lead Fares based on 29/08/2019

1 0 - N I G H T YA C H T S M A N ’ S
MEDITERRANEAN
SEABOURN ENCORE
5 AUG*; 9 SEP 2019

Monte Carlo: Portoferraio (Elba), Amalfi
(Italy), Giardini Naxos (Taormina, Sicily), Mgarr
(Victoria, Gozo), Valletta (Malta, overnight),
Golfo Aranci (Sardinia), Saint Raphael (France),
Sete (Montpellier), Barcelona
Cruise from £5,299pp
Fly-cruise from £5,599pp
*Lead Fares based on 5/08/2019

The Seabourn Difference
Intimate ships with a private club
atmosphere
•
Intuitive, personalised service provided by staff
passionate about exceeding guests expectations
•
All ocean-front suites, luxuriously appointed

Complimentary premium spirits
and fine wines available on board
at all times
•
Welcome Champagne and complimentary
in-suite bar stocked with
your preferences

Tipping is neither required, nor expected
•
World-class dining, further enhanced through a
culinary partnership with Chef Thomas Keller
•
All dining venues are complimentary, dine where,
when and with whom you wish

Terms & Conditions. All lead in fares are cruise-only or fly/cruise (with flights from London) in Pounds Sterling, for new bookings only, per guest, double occupancy, and subject to availability. Some
suite categories may not be available. Fares are not combinable with any other offer, may vary by sailing date, are capacity controlled, and are subject to change without prior notice. Information herein
is accurate at time of printing. Seabourn reserves the right to correct errors. Seabourn is a trading name of Carnival plc, a company registered in England and Wales with company number 04039524.
Registered office address: Carnival House, 100 Harbour Parade, Southampton, SO15 1ST. Ships' registry: Bahamas. © 2019
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The night-and-day
difference.

WHAT MAKES AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® DIFFERENT FROM EVERYONE
ELSE? IT’S THE FOCUS ON DESTINATION IMMERSION®—WHICH LETS YOU
STAY LONGER AND EXPERIENCE MORE ON EVERY VOYAGE. THIS MEANS
YOU GET TO EXPLORE EVERYTHING FROM NIGHTLIFE IN STOCKHOLM AND
MORNING WALKS IN THE FRENCH RIVIERA TO ALL-DAY ADVENTURES IN
COSTA RICA’S RAIN FORESTS. BECAUSE LIFE ISN’T ON A 9 TO
5 SCHEDULE, AND NEITHER ARE AZAMARA VOYAGES.

INCLUSIVE
AMENITIES FOR
ALL GUESTS:

PLUS ADDITIONAL
INCLUSIVES FOR
SUITE GUESTS:

•A
 zAmazing Evenings® event (on
most voyages of seven nights or
longer)

• English butler service

•S
 elect standard spirits,
international beers and wines
• Gratuities
•B
 ottled water, soft drinks,
speciality coffees and teas
• Self-service laundry
•S
 huttle service to and from port
communities, where available
•C
 oncierge services for personal
guidance and reservations
98
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• 235 complimentary internet
minutes or $150 towards a full
voyage unlimited package per
person.
• One free bag of laundry service
per suite, each seven days
• Complimentary speciality
restaurant dining
• Afternoon tea service in-suite

Club World Owner’s Suite

AND EVEN MORE
FOR SPECIALITY
SUITE GUESTS:
• $300 in on-board credit for guests
in Club World Owner’s Suites, Club
Ocean Suites, Club Spa Suites.*

*Applicable for 2019 voyages only.

CULINARY CORNER

BOUILLABAISSE
TOULONNAISE
T
HIS TRADITIONAL PROVENÇAL fish stew hails from the port city of Marseille,
cooked by fishermen to use up the unwanted fish from their catch. Served with
creamy, saffron-scented rouille, it’s the taste of long, lazy days by the sea.

Ingredients:
Broth:

• 4tbsp olive oil
• 125g fennel, sliced
• 2 red onions, chopped
• 1tsp sea salt
• 1tbsp tarragon, chopped
• ½ tsp black pepper
• Fish heads, bones and offcuts
• 1kg tomatoes, roughly chopped
• 2tbsp tomato purée
• 1 pinch saffron threads
• 1 lemon, juiced
• 2tbsp butter

Rouille:

• 3 egg yolks
• Salt and pepper
• ½ lemon, juiced
• Pinch saffron
• Pinch cayenne pepper
• 200ml olive oil
• 2 cloves garlic, crushed

Fish:

• 200g salmon
• 200g pollock
• 200g monkfish
• 450g mussels, scrubbed, beards
removed

Directions
Broth: Heat the olive oil in a large
pan over medium heat. Add the fennel
and cook for 3 to 4 minutes without it
colouring, then add the red onion, sea
salt, tarragon and black pepper. Add the
fish bones and offcuts and the tomatoes,
then cover with water. Bring to a simmer,
skimming off any residue that rises to
the surface. Add the tomato purée and
saffron and bring back to a simmer.
Cook for about 1½ hours or until it has
reduced by about a third. Sieve the broth,
pressing down the contents of the sieve
with a ladle to extract as much liquid as

Plating

possible, then add the lemon juice and
whisk in the butter. Check the seasoning,
then cool and refrigerate until needed.
Rouille: Whisk the egg yolks with the
seasoning, lemon juice, saffron and
cayenne pepper. Slowly add the oil in a
thin stream, whisking continuously, then
stir in the garlic. Add a little warm water
if it is too thick. Set aside until needed.
Fish: Bring the reserved broth up to a
simmer, then add all the fish. Poach until
just tender, adding the firmest fillets first.

Remove fish from broth and place on a serving platter. Ladle broth over fish; serve
with rouille on the side and some garlic croutons.

Marseille

TAKE ME THERE

MEDITERRANEAN ODYSSEY
VIKING SEA
16 Mar 2021 – 12 nights
Fly from/to London, Barcelona (overnight),
Marseille, Monte Carlo, Florence/Pisa (Livorno),
Rome, Naples, Corfu, Dubrovnik, Split,
Venice (overnight)
FARES FROM PP

£3,990
www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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DID YOU KNOW...
Don’t forget to do
your bit and recycle
this magazine wrap at
your local carrier bag
collection point.

Around 1.7 MILLION
cruise passengers
per year have
Southampton as
their preferred
choice of port.

THE CRUISE CENTRE

THE CRUISE HOLIDAY SHOP

CONTACT US

6 Lindrick Way
Barlborough
Chesterfield S43 4XE

U78 High Street
Meadowhall Centre
Sheffield S9 1EP

Reservations: 01246 819 819
Administration: 01246 813 133
Web: bolsovercruiseclub.com

